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',~ CASE SUMMARY
The impetus for the developement of a sex abuse
treatment program came fram four Individuals who
attended a National Academy of Corrections/ semInar
entitled: Systems Approach to Managing Sexual
Offenders. These four people Included CIrcuIt Court
Judge DanIel Anderson, Probation Agent Wolfgang
Schrauth, Deputy DistrIct Attorney Robert Wells, and
UnifIed Board Coordinator Lee Wick. Upon their return,
they decIded to investigate the feasibIlity of
establIshing an interagency program to decrease the
incidence of sexual abuse involving children of
Sheboygan County. The Sex Abuse Task Force was
generated out of a need to draw together those
community components most necessary to establIsh a
viable program.
This analysIs of the feasabllity of the program
covers the management, marketing, and fundIng Issues.
SpecIal attentIon Is paid to the concerns that may
arise in creating an interagency program. Focus Is
given to the unique aspects of combining a conservative
communIty with an InnovatIve sex abuse treatment
program. In reviewing the costs, a balance is drawn
between the economic and social benefits.
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Because the program Is complicated, the format and
procedures are reviewed In detail. CrIteria for
admission, assessment, and completion are carefully
outlined. StaffIng and management team requIrements
are also profIled.
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HISTORY AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
General Overview - Sexual Offender Abuse Problem
CircuIt Court Judge Daniel Anderson, in an
analysis of the role of the trial court in managing the
sex offender (1988), indicated that a national survey
determined that 28% of all females and 16% of all males
have been vIctims of sexual assault (Salter, 1988).
Extrapolating this data he proposed that there were
38,000,000 victims of sexual assault in the United
States.
Studies of adult vIctims have found that only a
small percentage of sexually abused children reveal the
abuse durIng chIldhood. Adult IncIdence studIes found
that less than half of the adults revealed the abuse,
and that only one In fIve ever came to the attentIon of
authorIties (Finkelhor, 1984). Certainly this
Information poInts to a lack of consistent data.
Unfortunately, It may also point to a much larger
IncIdence of sexual abuse than has been documented to
date.
The WIsconsIn OffIce of JustIce (Mueller, 1988)
reported that there were 5,338 sexual assaults reported
to authorItIes In WIsconsIn In 1987. ThIrty-seven
percent of all sexual assaults Involved rape.
Ninty-two percent of the rape vIctIms were female, and
more than half of the victims were 15 years old or
2younger. Furthermore, the agency indicated that more
than half of the nonrape sexual assaults Involved young
people fIfteen years old or younger, and 83% of the
non-rape vIctims we~e female. Seventy-two percent of
all of the sexual assaults were commItted by offenders
known to theIr victims.
StatistIcs complIed by the StatIstIcal AnalysIs
Center of the Office of JustIce AssIstance IndIcated a
185% Increase In forcIble rapes from 1971 to 1987
(1888). A 64% increase was documented In a ten year
span, from 1977 to 1987. ThIs data, which Is
summarized in FIgure I, shows a consIstently upward
trend.
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FIGURE 1
FORCIBLE RAPES - STATE OF WISCONSIN
1971 TO 1987
Information provided by Stephen E. Bablitch,
Aaministrator of the Division of Corrections of the
Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services,
indicates that there has been a 92% increase in
imprisoned sex offenders from 1980 to 1988 (1989). As
Table 1 indicates, this is at a faster rate than the
69% increase in the general prison population.
4TABLE 1
ADULT INSTITUTIONS POPULATIONS
DECEMBER 31, 1980 - 1989
YEAR POPULATION SEX OFFENDERS
1980 36 571
1981 4075 862
1982 4533 761
1983 4631 631
1984 4771 771
1985 5221 898
1986 5537 1017
1987 5754 1070
1988 6176 1194
Although the Division of Co~rectlons could only
~etrleve InformatIon sInce 1985 for probation and
parole caseloads, the campa~atlve increase of sex
offenders on p~obatlon or pa~ole to those In p~lson
(30% to 33% ~espectlvely) was relatively similar for
the 1985 to 1988 time span. Specific nume~lcal data Is
contained In Table 2.
5TABLE 2
ADULT PROBATION AND PAROLE POPULATIONS
DECEMBER 31, 1985-1988
YEAR POPULATION SEX OFFENDERS
1985 ProbatIon 19,042 1,589
Parole 2,709 339
Total 21,832 1,928
1986 ProbatIon 18,608 1 ,671
Parole 2,757 808
Total 21,365 1,974
1987 ProbatIon 19,568 1 ,931
Parole 2,783 371
Total 22,351 2,302
1988 ProbatIon 21,470 2,082
Parole 2,783 371
Total 24,469 2,493
TraditIonally, the handlIng of sexual assault cases
has involved a combinatIon of Incarceration and
probation or parole for the offender. The child-victim
6may be removed from the home and/or receive counselIng
and therapy. Rarely are the services provided to the
offender and vIctim coordinated. The rate of
recidivism for convicted untreated sex offenders
reported by Dr. WIlliam Pithers of the Vermont
Treatment Probram for Sexual Aggressors (1983) Is 60 to
80%.
The specIfic treatment provIded for the sex
offender depends on the type of problem a partIcular
offender presents. A small percentage of offenders are
mentally III or senile and may respond to various
psychiatric interventions. Another group is antisocial
or criminal. These offenders have a general pattern of
violence and criminality and are usually unresponsIve
to treatment and often must be incarcerated. Other
offenders are so compulsIve and unable to control their
behavIor In the community without molesting additional
children that they must be treated in an inpatIent
facility. About fifteen to twenty percent of offenders
are teenagers who are not only commItting sexual
offenses, but are strugglIng with the normal conflIcts
of adolescence and require indIvIdual and family
intervention. The majority of sexual offenders can be
taught to control their deviant behaviors through
specialIzed treatment programs.
7All offenders should be evaluated prior to
treatment (Salter, 1988). A thorough evaluation will
help to explain the meaning of the offender's behavIor,
determine the risk of repetitIon, and Indicate the
appropriate treatment plan. Sexual offender treatment
must attempt to elImInate the devIant physIologIcal
arousal pattern, confront and correct erroneous ideas
and attitudes of the offender, and develop appropriate
and responsible behavIor. This may be done through
group and indIvIdual counseling. For the married
offender, marital counseling is desirable at some time
during the course of treatment. FamIly counseling Is
necessary if the offender will be returnIng to a home
situation with the victim or other children.
Sexual offender treatment should be made a
condition of probation and ordered by the court, which
then monItors progress In treatment. In almost all
cases such external coercion or pressure is necessary
to motIvate the offender to remain in treatment. Where
reunification is desired by the famIly, the
non-offendIng spouse needs to be Involved in the
offender's treatment program, as well as obtaining
counselling for herself. In all cases, the vIctim
needs treatment to resolve the trauma caused by the
molestation and family disruption. Often other
8children in the family also require treatment (Salter,
1988) .
As William Young, Vermont Commissioner of Social
and Rehabilitation Services indicated, any systematic
response to sexual assault must be structured wIthIn
the context of a highly cooperative effort Involving
organizatIons that usually operate independent of each
other (1988). Local prosecutors; probation and parole
personnel; police, child protectIon agencies, and
mental health professionals may cooperate in specific
cases, but typIcally do not have methods of doing so
that are highly developed and systematIc. However,
cooperation forms the umbrella under whIch reportIng,
investIgatIon, prosecution, Juvenile proceedIngs and
treatment are able to functIon effectIvely.
Sex Offender Problem In Sheboygan County
Sheboygan County statIstIcs show a six percent
increase In sexual assault crImes fram 1986 to 1987.
The CIty of Sheboygan, which accounts for over half of
the county/s population, showed a 92% increase from
1986 to 1987. The CIty of Sheboygan had already
equalled It/s 1987 totals by September of 1988.
Inspector Clarence Kolb of the Sheboygan Pollee
Department reported that sexual assault crimes nearly
doubled from ]986 to 1987 and appeared to be even
hIgher In 1988. A total of 65 sexual assaults were
TOTAL
State Institutions
Probation
Parole
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repo~ted in 1986, 125 In 1987, and 116 through August
of 1988 (Mueller, 1988).
As Table 3 indicates, Sheboygan County had 91
convicted sex offenders as of January 31, 1989.
Twenty-six percent of that population were
incarcerated, 65% were on probatIon, and 9% were on
parole (Figure 2).
TABLE 3
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY COMMITMENTS IN STATE INSTITUTIONS
OR ON PROBATION AND PAROLE ON JANUARY 31, 1989
POPULATION SEX OFFENDERS
72 24 33.3%
417 59 14.1%
35 8 22.9%
524 91 17.4%
10
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FIGURE 2
PERCENTAGE OF SEX OFFENDERS ON COMMUNITY BASED
SUPERVISION
JANUARY 31, 1989
Within Sheboygan County, no single agency is
responsible for, or capable of, responding to the
multitude of needs found in a family where sexual abuse
has occurred. At present, a variety of agencies
respond to the members of the family, often with
limited coordination. The lack of coordination has led
to serious limitations in the ability to meet the
£amily/s needs and to protect the victim from
re-offense.
Recognizing the consequences of an uncoordinated
ef fort '. a group of profess i ona 1s from the Sheboygan
County Department of Socials Services, the Bureau of
Community Corrections, Law Enforcement, the Mental
II
Health Center, the Judiciary, and the Bar Association
began meeting in June of 1988. Their efforts were
directed at examining current procedures and developing
strategies whIch could establIsh a more coordInated and
effectIve system.
Internal AnalysIs / HistorIcal & Present
Sheboygan County Human Services Department
The Sheboygan County Human ServIces Department is
a newly centralized agency. EffectIve January 1, 1989,
the Department of SocIal ServIces, the UnIfIed Board,
the OffIce on AgIng, and the PublIc Health Service
combIned under one organIzatIonal structure and wIthin
one buIlding. PrIor to that date, each department
operated independently under the dIrection of the
Sheboygan County Board of Directors. The busIness
operations were uncoordInated and untIl approxImately
two years ago, the department did not use generally
accepted accountIng prIncIples (GAAP) or a central
purchasing department. The Human ServIces Department
appears to be functioning on a maintenance basIs.
Changes are expected due to the re-organization and the
hirIng of a new dIrector In January, 1989.
The Department of Social ServIces and the UnifIed
Board have the most current involvement and potentIal
involvement with the treatment of sex offenders and
theIr families. As the system presently exists, the
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Protective Services Unit of the Department of SocIal
Services Investigates, with law en,forcement, all
reports of child sexual abuse. On-goIng casework
servIces are provIded by the FamIly ServIces UnIt of
the Department of SocIal Services. The UnifIed Board
exIsts to provide court mandated counselIng (i.e.,
drunk driving assessments) and services to the
indIgent. Service delivery (counseling) to sex
offenders Is generally contracted out to other
counselIng agencies due to specializatIon of servIces.
Bureau of Community Corrections
The Bureau of CommunIty CorrectIons Is a division
of the State of Wisconsin Department of Health and
Social Services. The office located in Sheboygan Is
staffed by seven probatIon agents and one supervisor.
The agency is responsible for pre-sentence
investigatIons and recommendatIons to the court for
convIcted crimInals. FollowIng sentencing, the agent
is responsible for supervision of the crimInal~s
behavior in the community and his compliance wIth the
court orders (i.e., restitution, abstinence from drugs
and alcohol, counseling).
The Sheboygan Bureau of Community Corrections
operates in conjunctIon wIth the courts and law
enforcement agencIes. Concern focuses on the large
size of the client populatIon (over 450 as of January
13
1989) assigned to this offIce. Simila~ily, one agent
handles 56% of the sex offender populatIon. Both
factors poInt to potential t~ouble spots in terms of
the quality and effIcIency of service provision.
RecognizIng the InequItIes In the sex offender case
assignment, the Sheboygan SupervIsor and RegIonal Chief
have supported the concept of a communIty based sex
offender treatment program.
Law Enforcement
Sheboygan County Is served by sIx prImary law
enforcement agencIes: the Sheboygan County SherIff~s
Department, the Sheboygan Pollee Department, the
Sheboygan Falls Pollee Department, the Plymouth Police
Department, the Elkhart Lake Police Depa~tment, and the
Wisconsin State Patrol. smaller villages have a town
constable, but receive prImary servIce from the
Sheboygan County Sheriff/s Department. The chIef law
enforcement offIcer for the county is the DIstrIct
Attorney, James Frisch, an elected officIal. The
distrIct attorney~s offIce, by agreement, prosecutes
all crImInal and JuvenIle matters.
The Sherlff~s Department and the Sheboygan Police
Department encompass the prImary JurIsdIctIons In terms
of physIcal area and populatIon. Because of thIs,
these departments are the prImary InvestIgatIve and
referral source for sexual assaults. Each department
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has a special juvenIle unit and works cooperatively
wIth the ProtectIve ServIces UnIt of the Sheboygan
County Human ServIces Department. The other pollee
departments In the county work cooperatIvely, but their
percentage of cases is minimal. Each department prides
Itself in a high degree of professionalism. The focus
and bias of the county is toward allocating large
amounts of fundIng to provide for community protection
and safety. Even the smaller communities have
contracted for law enforcement protection.
JudicIary
Sheboygan County/s Circuit Court is divided into
four branchs. Each branch handles all types of cases,
and the intake duty rotates every six weeks. Each
branch has its own Judge. Branches I, II, and III of
the court have newly elected Judges; L. Edward Stengel,
Gary Langhoff, and Timothy Van Akkeren were elected in
1985, 1987, and 1989 respectively. Branch IV of the
court Is presided over by Daniel P. Anderson, who is
serving as judge for the twelfth year.
Judge Anderson was and is one of the driving
forces in seeking an alternative sentencing and
treatment option for sex offenders and their families.
Judge Langhoff has shown an on-goIng interest In the
options available. Although newly elected, Judge Van
',,---
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Akkeren, has indIcated support of the establishment of
community-based alternatives.
External AnalysIs
Remote EnvIronment
The remote external envIronment, whIch consIsts of
the policical, economIc, socIal, and technologIcal
issues, appears to be progressIng toward a
community-based interagency response to the problems
wIthIn the crimInal justice system. NatIonal
statIstIcs show an estimated 550,000 men and women in
the natIon~s prIsons in 1987 (Greene, 1988). The ~
York Times further documents a 4% increase in the first
six months of 1988 (II Inmate Numbers", 1988).
At an estimated cost of $12,000 to $30,000 to keep
a criminal incarcerated for one year (Greene, 1988;
Lacayo, 1987), prisons have become the fastest growing
major use of state revenues. CombIned wIth the cost of
incarceratIon, It is the projectIon by the Edna
McConnell Clark Foundation, which provIdes funds for
criminal justice research, that the nation~s total tab
for prison constructIon will run over $2 bIllIon in
1989 and around $70 billion over the next 30 years
(wIthout adjustment for Inflation) (Lacayo, 1987).
Locally, the State of WIsconsIn prIson populatIon
has increased 69% sInce 1980. If the trend IndIcated
in Figure 3 contInues, the prIson populatIon could
16
reach the 1400 mark before the year 2000. Adding to an
ove~c~owding problem is a slow down in the portion of
adult inmates released on parole (Appendix B).
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FIGURE 3
TREND ANALYSIS OF GENERAL PRISON POPULATION
DECEMBER 31, 1980-1988
In the same time span (1980 to 1988), the number
of imprisoned sex offenders has risen by 109%. A trend
analysis, shown in Figure 4, also predicts future
increases of at least 12% per year.
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FIGURE 4
TREND ANALYSIS OF SEX OFFENDERS IN PRISON
DECEMBER 31, 1980-1988
Climbing at a paral leI rate is the per capita cost
to incarcerate an inmate in an adult institution fOL
one year. As Figure 5 indicates, the per capita cost
in fiscal year 1980 was $14,041 for one inmate for one
year. In 1988, that cost had risen 43% to $20,103. A
small (3%), but steady, increase in community
supervision costs were also noted.
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PER CAPITA COSTS FOR INCARCERATION AND COMMUNITY
SUPERVISION
DECEMBER 31, 1980 - 1988
The trends ana cost figures only encompass the
incarceration of the perpetrator of the crime and do
not include community costs. Inclusive in the
community costs would be: investigation costs;
salaries for law enforcement, the prosecutor, the
public defender, judicial and social service personnel:
victim treatment; and welfare assistance for the
offender/s family. Appendix W outlines the estimated
costs of sexual offenses in Wisconsin.
Also not included in the incarceration figures are
costs related to recidivism. William Pithers of the
Vermont Treatment Program for Sexual Aggressors
proposes a recidivism rate of 60 to 80% for untreated
sex offenders (1983). It this rate is accurate, a long
19
term projected cost must also be factored In to any
cost trends.
Cooperative interagency programs are seemIngly
beIng welcomed by the entIre remote environment.
BenefIts fo Interagency programs include money and
labor savings In non-duplIcatIon of services. Also
supporting cooperatIon Is the realIzatIon by socIal and
polItical groups that territorality mIght be easIly
sacrificed in order to provIde more effectIve servIces
to the client population.
The ratIonale for Interagency InterventIon Is
based on the assumptIon that several agencies workIng
together can meet the needs of clIents more effectIvely
and efficIently than agencies workIng independently.
By combInIng resources and expertIse, the attainment of
cammon goals will be more feasible. DuplIcation of
servIces and destructIve competItIon for resources can
be mInImIzed so that a comprehensIve, cost-effective
continuum of servIces Is avaIlable. While thIs
ratIonale Is wIdely accepted, Instances of successful
interagency collaboratIon are few, and Interagency
servIce delivery systems are rare (Hodge, 1981).
A coordInated response does not came easily, but
has been successful in other projects in Sheboygan
County. The STRIVE Program, which combInes servIces
from the Sheboygan County Department of SocIal Services
20
and the Sheboygan A~ea School DIst~lct, has been cIted
by He~bert Grover, Supe~lntendent of the WIsconsin
Department of Public Instruction, as a model p~ogram In
dealing with the chIld at rIsk (definItIon, Appendix A)
population. The county schools also boast a sImIlar
program, called CARE, which spun off fram the STRIVE
P~ogram In 1984. In additIon, the city and county law
enforcement agencies have worked cooperatively on both
SWAT and drug enforcement teams.
The technologIcal envIronment has lImIted impact
at thIs point except In terms of the penile
plethysmograph, an instrument developed to behavio~ally
assess sexual arousal in men. The plethysmograph Is,
also, currently the most valid and reliable method for
determining sexual preference.
Research has repeatedly shown the
plethysmograph to be useful. It has been shown to
differentiate rapists fram non-rapIsts CAbel,
Blanchard, & Becker, 1978; Barbaree, Marshall, &
Lanthier, 1979), to determIne an indivldual/s Interest
In sexual sadIsm (Abel, Blanchard, Barlow, and
MavissakalIan, 1975; Abel, Barlow, Blanchard, & Guild,
1977), to Identify chIld molesters wIth an inclInatIon
towards chIld rape (Abel et al., 1981), to spearate
recIdIvists from nonrecldivists <Qulneey, ChaplIn, and
CarrIgan, 1980) and to measure response to treatment
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(Quinsey, Bergersen, and Steinman, 1976; Qulnsey et
al., 1980. It remaIns the most practical and objective
method for determIning sexual preference In an
individual whose self-disclosure may be suspect.
The limItations in the ability of the
plethysmograph to detect sexual deviancy occur in the
determInation of whether or not the individual has or
wIll act on hIs sexual preference. According to
Finkelhor, it Is possible that individuals exist who
have abnormal sexual preferences and have sufficient
internal controls to refrain fram indulging In their
preference (1984).
In addition, same question has been raised (Abel
et al., 1981; Murphey, Haynes, Stalgaitis, and
Flanagan, 1986; Quinsey, Chaplin, and Carrigan, 1979)
concerning whether or not all sex offenders have
deviant arousal patterns. To date, insufficient data
has been collected to conclusIvely determIne if an
offender may have committed a sexual crIme In the
absence of a consistent sexual preference for children.
Currently, the cost of puchaslng a plethysmograph
Is approximately $5,000. Assessments indIvIdually
contracted through a private agency in Madison,
Wisconsin, are appproximately $400 each. These
assessments include the behavioral assessment and a
psychosexual evaluation •
. ,.'...:.,.'.
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OperatIng EnvIronment
Sheboygan County is a semI-rural, 515 square mIle
area located approxImately 50 mIles north of Milwaukee
along the shore of Lake MichIgan. Sheboygan County has
a population of 103,000 people, 99% of which are white.
The prImary populous center of the county Is the cIty
of Sheboygan, whIch accounts for half of the
population.
Although a lot of dairy farmIng occurs in the
area, the prImary focus In the county Is industrial.
Despite the economIc peaks and valleys, Sheboygan
County continues to prosper as a manufacturIng center.
Because Sheboygan County Is located between Chicago and
Green Bay, it is likely to benefIt fram the further
urbanIzation of the lakeshore area. County-wide
planning and changes In the scope and admInistration of
county government have been initiated in anticipation
of metropolItan development.
The competition for treatment of the sex offender
exists primarily between government institutions and
agencies mandated to provide service: the prison
system and the Bureau of Community Corrections. As
indIcated In Figure 2, page 9, 26% of convicted sex
offenders fram Sheboygan County are currently
incarcerated in Wisconsin prisons. The remaining 74%
are on probation or parole wIthIn the county.
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At this time, limited treatment is provided by
three of the seventeen counseling agencIes wIthIn
Sheboygan County. One of the agencies, LakesIde
Clinic, received a grant In 1987 to provide treatment
for sex offenders. Two agencies within Sheboygan
County have expressed on-going interest in being
selected to be the primary treatment providers if a
treatment program Is establIshed.
WhIle in direct competition with each other, these
service vendors also occupy a supplIer role wIthIn the
operating environment. Selection of qualified
treatment providers will require careful screening due
to concern over quality Issues. The National Institute
of CorrectIons will provide training at no cost prior
to commencement of a coordinated treatment program.
A second supplier role exIsts In terms of
monetary supplies; both private and public sources have
money avaIlable. WithIn Sheboygan County, 25
foundatIons exIst which have historically provIded
funding for programs other than scholarship programs.
The combined assets of the Sheboygan County foundations
equal over $34 mIllion. The average range of grants
were between $400 and $80,000 (Appendix C). The
competItIon for the avaIlable money appears to be
almost infinite.
.~'
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Other funding sources include governmental budget
additIons. Area legIslators have exhibited an Interest
in involvIng themselves In an interagency pIlot
program. InclusIve In thIs Interest has been eagerness
to learn about program components and options, as well
as a wIllingness to seek funding through budget riders.
A less likely government resource Is an adoption of the
program by the Sheboygan County Board.
The consumer envIronment consIsts of two
distinctily different populations: the first
populations includes judges and probatIon and parole
agents, who are seekIng an alternatIve to ImprIsonment
that wIll provIde effective treatment and services to
the offender and his famIly. The second population is
the offender and hIs famIly, who are court ordered by
the first population to complete treatment.
The second customer populatIon presents a unIque
sItuation In that although they may have admitted to
the offense, they are generally non-voluntary consumers
at the onset. Estimates by the Bureau of CommunIty
Corrections IndIcate a projected populatIon of 20 to 60
offenders durIng the first year. Actual numbers
provided by the DivIsIon of Corrections show 67
convicted sex offenders on community based status as of
January, 1989. Not all of the offenders within the
community are treatment appropriate, but an estimated
'--- 60% of the 72 incarceratled sex offenders might be
community approprIate with an intensIve treatment
program CSchrauth, 1989).
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ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE ONE
Any systematic response to child sexual abuse must
be structured within the context of a highly
cooperative effort involving organizations that are
usually independent of each other. Cooperation forms
the umbrella under which reporting, investigation,
prosecution, juvenile proceedings and treatment are
able to function effectively. As William Young,
Vermont Commissioner of Social and Rehabilitation
Services has indicated:
While assisting offenders to lead
law-abiding, healthier lives is a worthy goal
in itself, the most compelling reasons for
commiting resources to offender treatment are
that: (a) they represent a high risk group,
most of whom will be released to the
community at same poInt; (b) appropriate
treatment significantlly reduces the
likelihood of recidivism, with some offenders
responding to treatment without costly
incarceration; and (c) the dynamics of many
Incest cases demand an approach that includes
the perpetrator in order to most effectively
help his victIm (1988, p. 68).
Management Analysis
Mission
The mission of the Sheboygan County Interagency
Sex Abuse Treatment Program is four-fold:
I. To lessen social/psychological adjustment
problems of victims, offenders and other family
members.
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2. To create a secure, coordinated,
community-based system of services for famIlies of
sexual abuse.
3. To reunite the family unit when feasible.
4. To continually evaluate the effectiveness of
the program.
Objectives
The Sheboygan County Interagency Sex Abuse
Treatment Program has divided the long-term objectives
into service and management objectives. The service
objectives are:
1. To provide program options which enable the
victim to remaIn in the home.
2. To provide early Intervention services to the
victims of sexual ab~se, thereby reducing the risk of
future crIminal behavior.
3. To facilItate treatment servIces for each
member of the famIly unit.
4. To facIlitate treatment to the offender,
thereby reducing the risk of re-offense.
5. To provIde IntensIve offender supervIsion
while In the communIty to lessen the risk of
re-offense.
The program management objectIves are:
1. To provIde community-based sentencing
alternatIves for the offender.
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2. To provIde technIcal and educational
assistance on sexual abuse to human service agencies.
3. To provide an ongoing resource for the
planning management of sexual abuse services in
Sheboygan County.
Program Strycture
A classIc table of organIzatIon for the Sheboygan
County Interagency Sex Abuse Treatment Program shows
only a program coordinator and a secretary for the
first year wIth a social worker/case manager slated in
the second year (Figure 6). As indicated In the job
descriptIons (AppendIx D), a specIalIzed combination of
skills are requIred for each posItIon In order to meet
the program needs.
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STEERING COMMITTEE
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
I
SECRETARY
I
[ SOC I AL WORKER/CASE MANAGER 1
- - - - - Added in second year
FIGURE 6
TABLE OF ORGANIZATION
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX ABUSE TREATMENT
PROGRAM
A diagram of the cooperative agencies more clearly
depicts the program structure and reporting
relationships (Appendix E). This complicated view of
the program emphasizes the benefit of combining efforts
and joint stafflngs. Focusing solely on the number of
professionals involved in providing services to Family
X (Figure 7), it becomes apparent that a family
receiving services under a traditional service
framework would require numerous repeated contacts and
staffing time if a centrally coordinated system did not
exist.
, .
.. :.' ~ ~
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FIGURE 7
TRADITIONAL SERVICE FRAMEWORK
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For a probation agent to contact each person
involved (assuming all phone calls are answered) would
take a mInImum of ten phone calls. If each phone call
lasted only 15 minutes, a minimum of two and a half
hours time would be requIred to make such contacts.
Further complIcating this picture is the fact that due
to the typIcal offender/s operatIng style, he tends not
to gIve the same information to anyone source,
necessitating frequent and extensIve verificatIon of
all information.
Management/Personnel
The Sheboygan County Interagency Sex Abuse
Treatment Program is desIgned to optimally utIlIze the
program components available within Sheboygan County.
Emphasis Is placed on Interagency cooperatIon and
coordination of servIces. A cooperatIve effort makes
for more effIcient use of scarce resources, renders the
individual task of each agency easler, and often
enhances the public reputation.
These professionals represent natural resources
withIn the community. They are confronted dally with
the diffIculties of providing services to the sexually
abused child and his family. The products they come
together to produce are vIewed as new tools or
procedures to enhance services. The ownership of the
product is shared by the multi-agency professIonals who
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developed the product. In essence, the community has
sought solutions and improvements to trouble areas with
practical methods and useful products.
Each agency sIgns a protocol formalizing the
manner in which all of the agencies will work. This
written agreement delineates each agency/s
responsibilitIes and operatIng procedures, both
internal and external, for respondIng to child sexual
abuse cases. The agreement Is formally sIgned each
year to solIdify the working relationship. Inclusive
in the protocol are the followIng points:
1. Provision for Joint investigatIon of all child
sexual abuse reports by protectIve servIces and law
enforcement.
2. Recognition of the Impact and strength of the
court by emphasIzing fast-tracking of cases and special
conditions of bail release and probation.
3. ProvisIon for immediate treatment referral for
the offender, victim, and non-offending spouse.
4. Support of the philosophy that the offender,
not the child, should leave the home.
5. Emphasis on, and provision for, sharing of
information among program partIcipants.
6. Acknowledgement of a common philosophy of
treatment (Appendix L).
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7. Acceptance of the theoretical framework of the
program (Appendix M).
Steering CommIttee
The program Steering Committee Is composed of the
followIng members:
1. Department of SocIal ServIces Child Protective
ServIces Supervisor.
2. Bureau of Community CorrectIons Casework
SupervIsor(s).
3. Unified Board CoordInator of Mental Health
Services.
4. Parents United RepresentatIve(s).
5. District Attorney.
6. Program CoordInator.
7. Law Enforcement RepresentatIve.
8. Defense Attorney RepresentatIve.
9. JudIcial Representative.
The functIon of the Steering Committee Is to
oversee the program and guide its future direction.
The Committee will review, revise, and develop polley
as needed. This may include revising program and
treatment obJectIves, recommending probation
conditions, and meeting with Circuit Judges on a least
an annual basis to evaluate the program and current
philosophy. Written information is directed to the
courts and District Attorney as issues arIse. MeetIngs
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and workshops addressing particular areas are conducted
by Committee members. The Committee will act as a
court of last resort for those havIng grievances with
the program. The CommIttee wIll also review policy and
procedure issues when/If a client re-offends or death
by suicide or homicIde occurs.
Interagency Management Team
The Interagency Management Team Is composed of the
followIng agency personnel:
1. Bureau of CommunIty CorrectIons Casework
Supervisor.
2. Unified Board CoordInator of Mental Health
ServIces.
3. Department of SocIal Services ChIld ProtectIve
ServIces SupervIsor.
4. Parents United Staff RepresentatIve.
5. Bureau of Community CorrectIons
Probation/Parole Agent assigned to the case.
6. Department of SocIal Services caseworker
assIgned to the case.
7. Therapist(s)- workIng wIth the cIIent(s).
8. The offender (and hIs spouse/girlfriend as
appropriate).
9. Program CoordInator.
ThIs team meets monthly (or as needed) for three
to four hours to staff cases. The staffings are
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conducted at the Bureau of Community Corrections OffIce
to reinforce coordination of probatIonary guIdelines
and an overall philosophy of facilitating
rehabilitatIon whereever possIble.
One of the primary functions of the Interagency
Management Team is to act as a treatment referral
resource body to the case managers (caseworker and/or
probation agent). The Bureau of Community Corrections
Supervisor and the Unified Board representative are
both members of a Joint Mental Health Department and
Community Corrections Department Screening Committee,
which selects mental health contractors pursuant to
established criteria (Appendixes F and G). These team
members maintain ongoing contact wIth provIders to
assess expertise and avaIlability.
A second function of the Interagency Management
Team is to provide for the consistency In the handling
of sexual abuse cases in order to insure: (a) the
protectIon of the victIm(s); (b) the protection of the
communIty; and (c) that appropriate/adequate treatment
Is being offerred and provIded to the offender, the
vlctIm(s), the non-offendIng spouse, and other famIly
members. The team acts as a consultation and advIsory
body to the case managers who have the legal
responsIbilIty for dealing wIth the offenders and their
families.
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The team concept was formed to establish a process
for review of sex abuse cases and to provide ongoIng
consultation to case managers to insure that treatment
mandates have been met prior to the expiration of
probation. Through the regular sharing of case
information and planning, the assessment of treatment
progress and the overall case supervision is greatly
facilitated.
PrIvate Mental Health ProvIders
The function of the private mental health provIder
Is to provide treatment appropriate to the client/s
individual needs. The provider establishes treatment
goals whIch are in agreement with the overall case
management goals. The provider consults with the case
manager prior to making any changes In the treatment
plan and meets with the Interagency Management Team as
appropriate.
A list of private mental health providers
qualified to treat sex offenders, victIms, and their
familIes will be maIntained by the program. In
addition to the the requirements outlined In AppendIxes
F and G, the providers will have met the following
criterIa:
1. Experience and specIalized training In dealIng
with sex offenders.
2. WIllingness to work with the program.
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3. AbIlity to provide written treatment plan and
monthly written p~ogress ~epo~ts.
4. Evidence of adherence to professIonal
standards and codes of ethics.
5. Interview and approval by a screening
committee.
Parents United
The purpose of Pa~ents United is to provide
assIstance to famIlies Involved In child sexual abuse
by enabling them to get help for their particualr
situation during the Initial crisis period; by showing
them that they are not alone and that the problems can
be ~esolved; and by encouraging them to seek
appropriate guidance and counseling. As a guided,
self-help organization, Parents United provides a forum
In which members can discuss p~oblems of mutual concern
and learn from each other/s experience. With the
exception of attendance and any Info~mation regardIng
possible reoffense or probation violations, the content
of dIscussions at Parents United is held confidential.
Parents UnIted memberhsip consists of Incest offenders,
their partners, and adults who were victims of incest
as chIldren. All group discussions are facilitated by
human service professionals.
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Department of Social Services Sex Abyse Treatment
Groups
These groups functIon as therapeutIc settIngs for
treatIng the trauma of sexual abuse. Members are
encouraged to provIde support and assistance to each
other wIth the guIdance of two (or more) professionals
from the Department of SocIal ServIces and other
communIty agencIes. Groups are avaIlable for mothers
whose chIldren were abused by trusted adults; and
female incest vIctIms, ages 7 through 18, who have been
referred by theIr Department of Social ServIces
caseworker or whose parent has directly requested
treatment for theIr child. (AppendIces H and I).
Treatment for younger chIldren and for male vIctIms is
available through prIvate mental health provIders.
Child Protective ServIces
This unIt wIthIn the Department of SocIal ServIces
Is composed of social workers assigned to intervene in
families where the children/s ImmedIate welfare Is In
jeopardy. Under Wisconsin Statutes (Plant and Vazquez,
1988), the social worker Is legally responsible to
provIde the following services to children who have
suffered intra-famIlial sexual abuse:
I. Conduct InitIal investIgation of abuse
referral with law enforcement.
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2. Determine, with law enforcement, a plan for
adequate protection of the child.
3. Evaluate and develop immedIate short and long
term service plans for various family members.
4. Maintain regular contact to provide counseling
to promote communication and to monItor progress
towards service plan goals.
5. Make referrals to community resources to
augment the service plan and establIsh a clear method
of feedback fram those resources.
6. Consult with the Interagency Management Team
regarding relevant and shared case planning decisions.
7. Consult with representatives from other public
agencies and private professionals to monitor the
famllies/ situation.
Bureau of Cgmmynlty CorrectIons
The pre-sentence investigator is legally
responsible for making sentencing recommendations to
the adult court and evaluating offenders for
appropriateness for a community-based treatment and
rehabilItation program. SupervIsIng probation agents
(generally the pre-sentence investigator) are
responsible for monitoring the offender/s complIance
with court ordered conditions (Appendixes J and K).
They are also responsIble for developing and
implementing offender case management plans which serve
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to protect the victim and facilitate offender
rehabilitation. They participate in regular case
staffings wIth the Interagency Management Team and
schedule special staffings before implementing any
major changes in the case management plan. The
pre-sentence investigator staffs each case with the
Department of Social Services caseworker prior to the
completion of the Investigation.
Shebovaan County Unified Board
In addition to previously mentioned
responsibIlitIes, the Sheboygan County Unified Board
will provide psychological evaluations and
consultation.
Extra Proaram Resoyrces
Clients may be referred to other appropriate
resources available in the communIty. Examples might
be classes in parent education, sexuality,
assertiveness, anger management, and substance abuse
treatment programs. The functIons of thses resources
would be as adjunct to any mandated mental health
programs, not a replacement for those programs.
Program Procedures
Evolving out of the interagency cooperation Is a
specialized set of program procedures which are
generated dIrectly from the mission statement and
objectives. The admission criteria delIneates specIfic
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requIrements to ascertaIn approprIate referral. A
client who does not meet the criteria (i.e.,
non-admission of guilt, severe vIolence) wIll not be
admItted to the program. By adherence to these
criterIa, the program reduces InapproprIate referrals
and provIdes guidelInes to the court and the Bureau of
CommunIty Corrections personnel.
CriterIa for AdmlnissioD Into the Sheboygan County
Interagency Sex Abuse Treatment Program
Offenders may be admItted before or after
sentencing. CrIteria for admission include:
1. The offender must ultimately be legally
prosecuted and receive community-based sentencing in
Sheboygan County. Deferred prosecutIon agreements are
not acceptable.
2. The offender must admit responsibility for the
offense; this includes a guIlty plea. No contest or
Alford pleas ae not acceptable.
3. The offense is an abuse against a child
relative or family member; or a child of close
familial-type relationshIp (e.g., girlfrlend/s child
and offender and girlfriend are considering maintaining
their relationship and/or offender has functioned in a
parental role with the chIld); or offender has children
of his own who may be at further risk, but original
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offense was to a chIld in caretaker role; student,
church youth group.
4. The offender Is not psychotic.
5. The offender is not adjudged severely vIolent.
6. The offender must agree to cooperate wIth the
entire program including the required assessment,
waiver of confIdentialIty (Appendix N), and treatment
contract (Appendix 0).
7. The Interagency Management Team must screen
and accept the case for ongoing monitoring.
8. If necessary, completion of alcohol, drug, or
other substance abuse treatment must be completed
before admissIon to the program.
Staffings
The Interagency Management Team InitIally meets
with the program coordinator soon after dIscovery of
the sexual abuse. The primary purpose of this clInical
consultation is to revIew case materIal and consider
treatment referrals for the offender and varIous family
members. The program coordinator is the sole case
manager at this point and initiates the referrals as
appropriate.
The second staffing for a given case Is held after
convIction and prIor to sentencing, incorporating
relevant information from the program coordinator, the
pre-sentence Investigator (probatIon agent), any
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theraplst(s) Involved, and any other psychological
material obtaIned. ThIs dIscussIon may be conducted by
telephone between the pre-sentence investIgator and the
program coordInator.
The third staffIng occurs after the client is
placed on probation and has been assIgned to a
probation offIcer. It Is at thIs point that the client
and the ongoIng therapist become involved in the
staffings. A written service contract is developed to
outline treatment goals for the next three months
(Appendix P). If there has been no treatment to date,
treatment referrals are formalIzed and a revIew
staffIng is held once treatment has begun. At the
thIrd and subsequent staffings, a formalIzed staffing
format (Appendix Q) is InItIated and used In order to
streamlIne the procedure.
Once the offender Is placed on probatIon, the
program coordinator contInues to monitor the program,
but the Bureau of Community CorrectIons probatIon agent
has ultImate legal responsiblity for the offender. The
probation agent Is, therefore, Involved In the
monitoring, but the program coordInator is responsIble
for inItIating the scheduling of staffings. A
secretarIal tIckler system Is InstItuted to routinIze
the regular stafflngs. All partIes involved In the
staffings are notified by the program coordinator.
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Subsequent staffings are arranged every three
months to revIew progress and treatment and address
such issues as clarIfIcation, visitation, reunIfIcation
of the famIly, and other relevant case happenings. The
probation officer may also arrange a special staffIng
to review any violations of probatIon or faIlure to
comply with previous service contracts. Once the
offender~s treatment has been completed or after the
family has been reunited and treatment progress
stabIlizes, staffings may decrease to once every sIx
months, or as deemed necessary. Ultimately,
termination from the Interagency Management Team occurs
to conclude formal treatment planning.
Program Phases
In order to outlIne the program, the process has
been formalized in terms of phases. Five phases
represent expectations and create a guide for
successful progression through the treatment program.
The phases are especially applicable to offenders
wishing to reunite in a family with chIldren. In
addition, clearly defined requirements and criteria
provide a cammon language and communicatIon base for
defining program status. This common language is
especially important in an interagency program whose
representatives each operate from a different frame of
reference. The phase language is used as a
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professional guide and not specifically shared with the
offender. Instead, the requirements for completion are
shared through the staffing service contract and a
listing of criteria for program completion (Appendixes
P and R).
Phase I - Assessment Phase. The minimum treatment
that is initiated at thIs phase includes:
1. Psychological evauation.
2. Arousal assessment IncludIng a plethysmograph.
3. Therapy referral for offender (and spouse as
approprIate) to a contracted mental health provider.
4. Parents UnIted attendance by offender (and
spouse as appropriate).
5. Referral by Child Protective Services for
private and group therapy for victimIzed chIldren and
non-offending spouse.
6. Alcohol and drug abuse evaluation and
treatment as recommended.
Evaluation sources typically Include an intervIew
with the offender, an interview with family members,
review of police reports and witness statements,
psychological testing, psychosexual assessment
(Appendix S) and plethysmograph assessment.
The assessment should include the following areas:
1. Description of the offense, including
signIficant factors in the offense.
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2. Mental status exam.
3. Complete sexual hIstory of normal and devIant
behavior, including presence of devIant fantasy/arousal
structure, onset, unreported offenses, and arousal
assessment (plethysmograph).
4. Developmental/socIal hIstory, IncludIng
prevIous sexual/physIcal abuse, famIly violence, and
relationships.
5. AddIctive behavior.
6. Overall socIal functioning, employment,
family relatIonships, and support systems.
7. Attitude towards offense/vIctim, remorse,
empathy, and denIal.
8. Defense system.
9. Motivation for treatment, disclosure, and
compliance.
10. RecommendatIon of amenability to treatment,
based on factors such as vIolence, coercion, offense
history, motIvation.
]1. Assessment/recommendatIons regardIng rIsk to
the community.
Phase II - ClarIfIcatIon ReadIness. The treatment
goals for the offender durIng thIs phase Include:
1. MaintaIns consistent particIpation and
continued growth In treatment.
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2. Makes full disclosure and takes responsibility
for the sexual abuse.
3. Demonstrates meaningful remorse.
4. Understands clearly the needs and feelings of
the victim, spouse, and other family members.
5. Refrains from controlling family members,
directly or indirectly.
6. Abstains from ratIonalization, denIal and
blaming to defend abusive behaviors.
7. Enters and completes recommended substance
abuse treatments (may include spouse).
8. Exhibits reduced devIant arousal patterns to
within appropriate limits.
These goals continue throughout the entIre
treatment program. The goal for the non-offending
spouse is that he/she Is belIevIng of the victIm. The
goal for the victim Is to be prepared and willing to
see the offender and to maintaIn consistent
participatIon in treatment, achieving resolution of the
sexual abuse trauma.
The treatment modalIties generally recommended at
this stage include group treatment for the offender,
spouse, and victim(s); individual treatment for the
victim(s); individual treatment and behavior
modification for the offender; marital counselling (if
appropriate); and Parents United involvement. Each of
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the t~eatment modalities a~e mo~e clea~ly explained in
Appendix T.
Phase III - Visitation Phase. This phase is
dete~mined by the readIness of the family. In order
for the visitatIon phase to begin, the victim must have
reached sufficient resolution of the sexual abuse
t~auma so that supervised contact with the offender is
advised by the therapistCs) and requested by the
vIctIm. The non-offending spouse will have attained
the following treatment goals:
1. Develped suffIcient self-esteem and autonomy
to have identIfiable negotiating power withIn the
marital and family relationship.
2. Understands and can make plans for potentIal
risk situatIons.
3. Unde~stands the offende~/s cycle of devIant
behavior and thoughts.
The treatment goals fo~ the offender include:
1. Indicates a clear knowledge and awareness of
hIs/her cycle of behavior and devIant thought processes
and has demonstrated reduction of devIant arousal to
within normal boundaries (thIs may be assessed by use
of the plethysmograph or other therapeutic measures).
2. Understands and demonstrates avoIdance of rIsk
situations.
"
,.......
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3. Successfully maintains an independent livIng
situation and has developed self care skills.
4. Demonstrates consistent financial
responsibility to hIs famIly, therapists, and to the
court.
5. Uses friends, associates, and community
activities in an appropriate manner to meet personal
needs.
For a non-reunItIng offender this phase and goals
may continue until completIon of the formal treatment.
At this time, the other famIly members must
understand the nature of the sItuatIon and have
developed plans to handle risk sItuations. They must
not be blamIng the vIctim and must request visitatIon.
If the non-offending spouse Is incapable of supervising
visits, the Interagency Management Team or the program
coordInator may approve a visit supervisor. The
supervisor must have knowledge of the offender/s
history, probatIon rules and the offender/s cycle of
deviant behavIor and thoughts. It is helpful if the
supervisor has a positive relationship wIth the victim.
Once clarificatIon has been successfully completed
as adjudged by all partIcIpants, Including therapists,
visitation may be approved by the program coordinator.
Beginning visitation usually involves specific
dinner/evening hours for family time. A next step may
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be all day visits on a Saturday or Sunday. Visitation
hours are specified, and all contacts with the offender
are supervised by an approved person. This contact is
approved in writing in advance by the probation agent
and/or program coordinator and specified in the
Interagency Management Team service contract. This
stage may continue for several months and is revIewed
quarterly, with vIsItations lengthened/expanded as
appropriate therapeutic progress Is achieved by famIly
members.
Phase IY - Overnight Visitation (For Families
Reuniting). At this phase, all treatment and treatment
goals should be continuIng as previously outlIned. If
previous phases have been successful, the probation
officer shall seek permIssion fram the court for
overnight visitation. ThIs is necessary because
overnight visitation may be seen as resIding with
minors and generally requIres a change in the standard
probatIon conditions (Appendixes J and K). The
probation offIcer may also request a polygraph to
verIfy probatIon adherence thus far and a
plethysmograph to assess maIntenance of approprIate
arousal patterns.
Phase Y - Family Reynification. For thIs phase to
begIn, the offender must have successfully completed
all treatment specIfIcally with regard to offense
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behavior; this may include a plethysmograph assessment
indicating no deviant arousal. Ongoing treatment to
address marital and other personalIty Issues may stIlI
be in process. The offender is generally involved with
varIous family members in family therapy.
Addendums to Program Phases. When a clIent
graduates from the program, remains on probation, and
relevant problems re-emerge, program membershIps may be
reInstituted by the probation agent and program
coordinator. Should an offender/s abuse related
problems re-emerge, or critical or new information
becomes evIdent at a later date, phase demotIon to a
more relevant level can be accomplIshed through a
consensus of the Interagency Management Team.
Staffings may be deferred to consultatIon wIth the
probation agent only or extended to sIx month Intervals
if the client refuses to cooperate fully with the
program or does not complete requIrements for a
partIcular phase.
An offender/s partIcIpatIon In the treatment
program can be termInated through a determInation by
the Interagency Management Team. Grounds for an
unsuccessful termination include failure to remedy
problems that lead to suspension or for actIons that
seriously jeopardize the welfare of others.
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MarketIng Analysis
Product Strategy
In developIng an Interagency sexual abuse
treatment program, a need was IdentIfied: the
treatment of victIms and perpetrators of sexual abuse.
Statistics verify an existIng demand for some type of
strategy to combat the Increasing numbers of sexual
assaults. Current systems (prIson, psychotherapy,
probation) have not proven effective In reducIng
recidivIsm or detering sexual abuse. Although the
program Is innovative and relatIvely untested, inItIal
fIndIngs from the exIsting programs poInt to a hIgh
success rate In those offenders who complete the
program: Atascadero, CalifornIa, State Hospital (18%
recidIvism rate; Queen/s UnIversity Sex Offender ClInic
(13.2% recidivism rate); Vermont Program for the
Incarcerated Offender (3% recIdIvism rate)
(Freeman-Longo et aI, 1986; Pithers et aI, 1983).
The program offers some features that Increase the
attractivenes to the multI-level consumer market. The
first feature is the community based optIon; since 65%
of the sex offender populatIon already resIde in the
community (Figure 2), the treatment program allows for
intensIfIed servIces on an existing level. A second
feature Is the use, enhancement, and promotion of
professIonal resources withIn the communIty. A thIrd
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feature is the systematic process with which services
are focused on the entire family, promoting
reunification whenever possIble. A fourth feature is
the emphasis on relapse prevention In order to decrease
recidIvism.
While being a market leader, the program combines
resources and expertise in order to reduce duplication
of services and destructive competition. The
intangible benefits of increased service, more
intensive supervision, and improved communIcation
between agencies serve to promote the Sheboygan County
Interagency Sex Abuse Treatment Program as a vIable
concept and product.
PromotIon Strategy
As Rosenburg, ReppuccI and Linney (1983) indicated
in their examinatIon of the Implementation of human
service programs, II In order to establish a niche in the
exIsting social service network, a program, like any
other conmodity, needs to be sold. 1I While the concept
is not new to a businessman, it may be to a human
service provider.
The Sheboygan County Interagency Sex Abuse
Treatment Program required marketing on a varIety of
different levels each with diveree focuses. Initially,
the promoters attempted to take a global approach to
generate interest and support. Re-evaluation resulted
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in the establishment of a task force that consisted of
representatives from agencies primarily involved with
the sexual abuse problem. Promotion of the program
initially required education about the problem and the
treatment options, starting with the task force and
working in concentric circles out to the general
public, as indicated in Figure 8.
ys
FIGURE 8
PROMOTION FOCUS
Realizing that the sensitIve nature of the topic
would be shocking to the conservatIve populous of
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Sheboygan County, a media strategy was designed, with
the help of a Sheboygan Press reporter, to increase the
public awareness of the problem, the options, and
fInally the program (Appendix U). Informational
meetings were developed to educate and recruit support
from each group. Simultaneous to the exposure and
awareness campaign, the task force began to stimulate
involvement from governmental decIsion makers in terms
of lobbying for monetary and administrative support.
The re-assessment of the promotional strategy
allowed the Sheboygan County Interagency Sex Abuse
Treatment Program to initIate a focused system that
provided Internal and external comprehension of the
program. Each segment of the audience has demonstrated
acceptance of the program, including unsolicited
monetary contrIbutions. Presently a brochure is being
developed to use in the pursuit of funding from private
foundations.
Place Strategy
Historically, Sheboygan County has taken risks in
trying creative endeavors to solve cumbersome problems.
The nationally recognized STRIVE Program has been cited
as a model program In dealing with the child at risk
population. This interagency program has broadened
perspectives and improved communication, resulting in a
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willingness for community leaders to seek other
collaborative possibilitIes.
Besides a willIngness to work together, an
interagency program appeals to the conservative nature
of the population due to its predicted ability to save
money and increase provIsion of quality service. Goals
of increased community protection and more structured
sentences for the offender are attractive to the same
conservative core.
Except for those directly involved in government
matters (i.e., county board members, crIminal justice
employees, social service provIders), few people will
be aware of the program/s existence. Targeting mental
health providers and attorneys for information and
educatIon wIll become an on-goIng process and an
Initial focus of the Steering Committee.
Due to the structured nature of the program,
distribution of services will be through court order.
That distrIbution will be regulated by admissIon
criteria designed to promote appropriate usage of the
program. Training by the National Institue of
Corrections will be designed to facilItate appropriate
sentencing recommendatIons by the pre-sentence
investigator (probation agent) and appropriate
sentencing by the court.
'.......... RECOMMENDATION
The Sheboygan County Interagency Sex Abuse
Treatment Program has all the hallmarks of a good
program. There is strong support from the political,
administrative and media sectors. In addition, the
program has a sound structure with components that have
establIshed success within both Sheboygan County and
other areas. The program also has a strong core of
momentum supported by a task force with the tenacity to
see the program become successful.
Not unlike most good programs, however, the
Sheboygan County Interagency Sex Abuse Treatment
Program has a other areas that generate concern. The
first area is funding. The cost-benefit analysis shows
that spending money can result in significant savIngs
economically and socially. Funds are available and can
also be generated once the program is running, but a
highly focused fund raising campaIgn in both prIvate
and public sectors wIll need to be structured and
completed prIor to Initiation of the program. In
additIon, a cost and recoupment system wIll need to be
developed In order to draw in the restItutIon ordered
by the court.
A second area of concern Is the acquisition,
trainIng, and maIntenance of qualifIed providers.
While the National Institute of CorrectIons will
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provide training on the program components, treatment
philosophy and format, thIs does not assure that the
p~ivate mental health providers will adhere to prog~am
standards. In addition, the intensity of the the~apy
~equi~ements will d~aw heavily, especIally in emotional
costs, on the t~eatment p~oviders. Ca~eful monitoring
and revitalization will need to become an added prog~am
component.
Other important a~eas of concern include
prevention of fragmentatIon and contIngency plannIng.
Ideally the program would be runnIng two to three
months before the fIrst clIents are started through the
system.
Creating and ImplementIng a new program that
requires a drastic change In the status quo is rarely
successful. People lose interest, momentum declines
and stumbling blocks become road blocks. As a result,
changes often are not made and the benefits are not
realized. However, implementing a new program may
cause changes and result in benefits even if the
p~og~am does not succeed.
In conclusion, the Sheboygan County Interagency
Sex Abuse Treatment P~ogram appears feasible if careful
attention is directed toward marketIng, funding and
provider recruitment. Every effort must be made to
support the program design and structure. PartIcipants
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must weigh the problems that arise on a scale with the
benefits of interagency cooperation.
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITION OF TERMS
AQDA: Alcohol and other drug abuse.
Adjudicated: To settle by Judicial (court)
procedure.
Alford Plea: A plea of no contest to the charges;
criminally used as an implIed confession to protect
from admission In other areas of possible liability
(I.e., cIvil).
Children at Risk: Those children at risk of not
graduating from high school due to family or community
factors (i.e., divorce, child abuse, truancy, drug and
alcohol use).
Consent/consensual: Words or overt actions by a
person who is competent to gIve informed consent
indicating a freely given agreement to have sexual
intercourse or sexual contact. Persons unable to give
consent include all children under the age of 16 and
any person unconscIous or mentally ill.
Fast-trackina Cases: Making sure that all time
limits are met and that unnecessary delays are avoided
so that the case can be tried in court in a timely
fashion.
Huber Law: Law that allows Inmates sentenced to
the county jail to be released for employment as long
as they meet certain criteria; cannot be denied to a
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prisoner who owes fines or restitution without just
cause.
Paraphilia: Term used to classify disorders also
known as sexual deviations in which unusual or bizarre
imagery or acts are necessary for sexual excitement.
Penile Plethysmograph: The plethysmograph
consists of a small transducer that the offender places
on his penis while in a room alone. He sits in a chair
with his pants down to the point that clothes are not
touching the transducer. The transducer is connected
to a recording device in another room, which charts
changes in the tumescence of the penis as detected by
the transducer. Instructions are usually given by a
therapist through a microphone connecting the two
rooms, to ensure as much privacy as possible for the
offender. Prior to the session, the therapist has
calibrated the equipment and set up the stimulus.
Stimuli include slides, audio and/or video tapes. On a
continuum, slides are considered the weakest stimuli
and video tapes the most arousing. The slides cover
pre-school children through adolescence, plus pictures
of both male and female adults. A particularily
effective combination appears to be the use of slides
to determine the age and sex of the child an offender
finds arousing, and audio tapes to determine the degree
of force. The degree of force generally ranges from
f ~ ... "... .'
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consent (manipulated consent in children and genuine
consent in adults) to the rape of children and/or
adults (application of a degree of force necessary to
perpetrate the abuse), and finally to sadism (use of
force beyond that necessary to obtain complIance).
Perpetrator: One who commits a crime; the
offender.
Recidivism: The criminal repetItion of a crime.
Sex Offender: Those who commit sexual aS6ult on
adults; chIld molesters; and those who commit incest.
Sexual Contact: Includes both the statutory
definitIons of sexual contact (Wisconsin Statute
940.225(5)(a» and sexual Intercourse (Wisconsin
Statute 940.225(S)(b».
Staffings: Clinical consultation by treatment
providers and supervisors to monitor case progress.
STRIVE: Sheboygan Area Treatment for
Re-Integration through Involvement in Vocation and
Education. A communIty based, interagency program for
emotIonally dIsturbed and delinquent youth.
UnifIed Board: Agency mandated by the Mental
Health Act (Wisconsin Statute 51.42) to provIde
community mental health, developmental disabilities,
alcoholism, and drug abuse services.
\ ..
APPENDIX B
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL ARTICLE
Prison chief
wants parole
made easier
Bablitch says relaxed rules
would reduce crowding
By STEVE SCHULTZE
Journal Madison bureau
Madison, Wis. - The State Parole Board
should relax its tough standards and release
more inmates from Wisconsin's overcrowded
prisons, says Corrections Administrator Ste-
phen Bablitch.
"They should be reviewing some of their
practices to see if they can't release more
people," Bablitch said in an interview.
The number of paroles granted has
declined in recent years, from 1,039 in 1984
to 445 in 1988. Officials disagree on why the
number has decreased. But longer sentences,
few jobs for inmates and a program to
release non-violent inmates even before they
are eligible for parole are among the reasons
cited.
Bablitch challenged the Parole Board's
practice of insisting that inmates have jobs
lined up and have completed drug or alcohol
treatment before being paroled. Those
requirements likely have contributed to pris-
on crowding, Bablitch said.
The seven-member Parole Board, in teams
of two, visits inm~tes to determine whether
the inmate has met five parole requirements.
Six of the seven board members are civil
service employes. The governor appoints the'
chairman of the board. The board operates
independently of Bablitch's division and
reports to the Department of Health and
Social Services.
Bablitch also said the state should consider
abolishing the Parole Board in favor 01
administrative review of inmate release. The
notion of dangling the prospect of release
based on an inmate's rehabilitation is "an
outmoded concept," Bablitch said.
The prison population crunch has forced
construction of five new prisons, including .
the 450-inmate prison being built in Sturte-
vant in Racine County. Planning for another
big prison already has begun.
Bablitch said the board's interest in having
inmates find jobs and finish chemical depen-
dency treatment was legitimate. But it is
u~realistic to insist on this in every case, he
saId. Many inmates are minorities from Mil-
waukee, ··which has one of the highest urban
unemployment rates for minorities in the
country," Babli tch said.
"Can you imagine trying to get a job if you
are at Waupun [prison] and you are a convict-
ed felon? What do you do, pick up the phone
and call someone and say, 'I'd like a job but
I'm sorry, I can't come in for an interview' ? "
Parole Board Chairman Charles Kuehn
last week declined to comment on the issue.
In an interview in December, Kuehn said
state law required that inmate~ have Jobs
Please see Parole, Page 14A
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lined up before they can be paroled.
"There has to be a job or suitable
employment and means of support"
before parole may be granted, Kuehn
said.
State law, however, permits the
board to waive that requirement, "so
I don't think you can use that as a
reason." Bablitch said.
The state has about 6,300 adult
inmates. The new prison being built
in Sturtevant. expansion of the Osh-
kosh prison and three new mini-
mum-security prisons are not expect-
ed to keep pace with continued
growth in the inmate population.
Bablitch did not offer a specific
plan for eliminating the Parole
Board. He said Wisconsin should
review sentencing models in other
states, such as Washington and Min-
nesota. where parole boards have
been eliminated. In those states, cor-
rections agencies process in mate
releases but release is not condi-
tioned on inmates' achieving certain
rehabilitation goals.
In Wisconsin, inmates must pass
five tests before the Parole Board
will consider what's known as a
punishment is adequate, participation
"dlscretionarj parole," which can in prison programs, haVing an ade-
reduce by as much as 75% the time quate parole plan, and presenting no
spent behind bars. . unreasonable risk upon release.
The prison system has sufficient "I feel they all are appropriate and
rehabilitation incentives built in, necessary," Kuehn said. "The over-
Bablitch said. Time off for good riding consideration is.the protection
behavior and moving to lower-secu- of the publit."
rity prisons can be rewards for com- State .lawmakers .'are faced with
pleting goals such as education or .
psychological therapy, he said. another proposed major change in
Bablitch said he wanted to work the Parole .Bo.rd.~ Gov. Tommy
with Kuehn to loosen the drug-treat- Thompson has called for reducing the
ment requirement as a condition for size of the board trom seven mem-
parole. More community treatment bers to .three and making all three
programs need to be set up so drug political· appointees.~urrently. only
treatment on the outside could be the chairman is. appointed by the
made a parole condition and the pris- governor; the rest~. are:: civil service
on crowding problem could be less- employes. H
ened. he said. Michael Hughet; fa~··State bUdget
Kuehn, in the December inter- I analyst, said the loven\orts plan was
view, said: "If there is an identified intended to m*eZ",tli!' board more
drug or alcohol need, that person has efficient. The move would save
to go through that program before S193,800 a year in salaries and trinle
the board will consider that person benefits.
for release."
But he also said the treatment The new three-member Parole
could be completed outside prison if Commission that Thompson wanta
more community-based treatment would fit with his plan to sever the
programs were availabl~. Division of Corrections from tbe
Kuehn said he was supportive of Department of Health and Social Ser-
the parole standards as currently vices, Hugh~s said. The Parole Com-
written in the law. The five parole mission would be independent.
criteria are serving at least 25% of a State Sen. Lynn Adelman (D-New
sentence, serVing enough time so the Berlin), chairman of the Senate's
Judiciary and Consumer Affalrs
Committee, said he opposed the idea
of abolishing the Parole Board or
making all members political appoin-
tees.
.. . . . . .
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APPENDIX C
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY FOUNDATIONS
Foundation Name
Berni s Fami 1y
Bratz Family
Deland
Esch
Feingold Family
French Family
Garton Fami 1y
Hayssen FamIly
Kohler
Lakeland
Muth
Nehls
Park and Shop
Prange Company
Reiss
Richardson
Sheboygan Clinic
Sheboygan Press
Thornh i 11
Verhulst
Vollrath Company
Wagner
We ill
Werner
Wigwam Mills
Totals
Average
Assets
• 63,722
8,338,720
195,352
10,650
21,930
58,856
547,811
1,007,694
21,419,657
265,259
403
205,877
36,461
144,056
54,379
225,328
6,099
437,551
19,600
687,011
114,775
30,042
156,929
97,023
14,229
$34,041,774
1,361,671
Range
25-200,000
150-1,200,000
3,000-10,000
100-1,500
400-1,850
100-12,980
25-4,750
100-2,500
185-384,000
15-12,700
25-12,500
5,000-5,000
10-8,000
500-40,680
500-10,000
25-5,000
100-18,200
45-4,000
25-2,500
500-30,000
25-25,742
500-2,000
100-1,600
21-1,450
40-10,200
11,516-2,007,152
461-80,286
Median
1,000
2,500
3,000
150
600
300
250
1,000
500
100
200
5,000
260
2,500
1,000
100
500
250
75
1 ,250
1,000
500
300
250
500
23,085
923
Source: FoundatIons in Wisconsin: A DIrectory.
s. H. Hopwood (ed). 1988.
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JOB DESCRIPTIONS
SfJIEBOY-GAN COUNTY
INTERAGENCY
SEX ABUSE
TREATMENT PROGRAM
JOB DESCRIPTIONS
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JOB DESCRIPTION
JOB TITLE: Project Coordinator
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Plan, coordinate, implement and evaluate the involvement of various agencies and
coordinate their various roles in the systems approach to managing sex offenders. Provides
direct supervision of staff and continual monitoring of all cases within the system and
coordinates the various public and private agencies involved in the systems approach to the
treatment of sex offenders, with the hope to lessen social and psychological adjustment
problems of the victim, offenders and other family members and to secure a coordinated
community based system of services for families of sex abuse.
PRINCIPAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Supervises the public and private agencies involved in the systems approach to
treatment.
2. Establish working relationships with all relevant social agencies that impact on the
goals and objectives of the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX ABUSE
TREATIvfENT PROGRAM.
3. Prepares budget and expenditure reports.
4. Supervises professional and secretarial staff.
.5. Provide technical and educational assistance on sexual abuse to public and private
human services agencies; mental health care agencies and schools.
6. Supervise and coordinate treatment for the sex offender, the sexual abuse victim and
the family with the goal to unify the family.
7. Provide training and evaluation as well as contracts with specifications for the private
agencies used by the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX ABUSE TREATMENT
PROGRAM.
8. Coordinate and keep track of the various services being provided and keep the
members of the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX ABUSE TREATMENT
PROGRAM Steering Committee.
9. Notify the members of the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY sax ABUSE
TREATMENT PROGRAM of the staffings for the various perpetrators throughout the
system.
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY
SEX ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
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10. Maintain records on all victims, perpetrators and families served by the SHEBOYGAN
COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM.
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
This job requires:
1. Oral and written communications skills, planning, data collection, analysis,
staff evaluation and budgetary abilities.
2. Masters degree in one of the following: business administration; public
administration; social work; public health or health care providing.
3. Bachelors degree in social work; psychology; or public health.
4. Five years or more of experience in social work, child development,
psychological counseling; or closely related fields.
5. Administrative and management skills usually required after five years of
supervisory experience.
6. Experience in demonstrative skills and service development and management
related to children and families.
7. Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with widely
diverse number of public and private human service professionals.
8. Twelve hours of training in interview skills; eighteen hours of training in
chemical dependency; and, forty hours of training in treating the sex offender
and/or victim of sexual assault.
REPORTING RELATIONSHIPS:
Reports directly to the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX ABUSE TREATMENT
PROGRAM.
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY
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JOB DESCRIPTION
JOB TITLE: Social Worker/Case Manager
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Responsible for providing direct client and program oriented services to the victim,
offenders and other members of the families of sexual abuse with appropriate supervision
and latitude for individual judgment.
PRINCIPAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Accepts referrals for SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX ABUSE TREATMENT
PROGRAM services; determine through interviews, home visits, and investigations the
range of services needed by victims, offenders, and other individuals affected by
sexual abuse; explains those services and discussed the client's rights and
responsibilities.
2. Plans with the project coordinator and the Interagency Management Team services
appropriate for the client's needs; provides those services to clients and refers to
appropriate community services.
3. Continues contact with client, modifying the service plan as needed.
4. Maintains case records containing pertinent, accurate, and current information as
necessary and as the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX ABUSE TREATMENT
PROGRAM requires.
5. Prepares correspondence, court reports and other reports as deemed necessary.
6. Testifies in court and at probation/parole revocation hearings as necessary.
7. Performs other duties as may be assigned.
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
This job requires:
1. Bachelors degree in the behavioral sciencelhuman service field.
2. Three years of professional social work experience; with a minimum of
eighteen months of dealing with sexual abuse.
3. Eight graduate credits in an accredited school of social work or extension
program plus an additional twelve hours of training in interview skills;
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY
SEX ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
4.
5.
6.
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eighteen hours of training in chemical dependency; and, forty hours of
training in treating the sex offender and/or victim of sexual assault.
Oral and written communications skills.
Skills in human relationships, initiative and resourcefulness.
Knowledge of the community, its resources, problems and laws.
REPORTING RELATIONSHIPS:
Reports directly to the Project Coordinator of the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX
ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM.
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY
SEX ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
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JOB DESCRIPTION
JOB TITLE: Secretary II
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Performs difficult stenographic and clerical tasks; does related work as required.
PRINCIPAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Takes dictation of letters, memoranda, reports and other material relating to
specialized fields of work and keeps all information confidential.
2. Prepares replies to correspondence without dictation in accordance with established
procedures.
3. Performs the functions of a general secretary.
4. Reads and routes incoming mail and assembles files and other materials to facilitate
replies by the project coordinator or social worker/case manager.
s. Sorts, indexes, and files material alphabetically, numerically and geographically.
6. Makes appointments and keeps appointment calendars; schedules staffings, meetings
of the Interagency Management Team and the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY IN1ERAGENCY
SEX ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Steering Committee.
7. Receives and disperses sexual abuse data to interested agencies and county
departments.
8. Serves as receptionist.
9. Performs other duties as may be assigned.
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
This job requires:
1. High school education or equivalent.
2. Two or more years of secretarial experience.
3. Knowledge of business, psychology and human services terminology and
procedure.
SHEBOYGANCOUNTYIN1ERAGENCY
SEX ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
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4. Experience using a personal computer and with popular application programs
including wordprocessing, spreadsheets and data base management.
5. Knowledge of business english, arithmetic and bookkeeping.
6. Ability to follow complex oral and written instructions.
7. Ability to take and transcribe dictation at a high rate of speed.
REPORTING RELA.TIONSHIPS:
Reports directly to the Project Coordinator of the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX
ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM.
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY
SEX ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
APPENDIX E
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APPENDIX F
APPROVED TREATMENT PROVIDER APPLICATION
The Sheboygan County Interagency Sex Abuse Treatment Program (SCIASTP) will be referring
sex offenders to sex offender treatment programs who meet certain established criteria. In order to
qualify for program referrals we ask that you submit information on your agency as directed by
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
Please submit the following information to SHEBOYGAN COUNrf JNTEAAGENCY Sex ABUSE TREATMENT
PROGRAM:
- Brief description of your organization
• Length of operation
- Types of treatment provided
- Therapeutic approach
• Fees
- Staff vita to include full name, social security number, employment history and
training/education
Sex offender treatment providers must agree to the following requirements with aU project
cHents:
- All cHents must sign a waiver of confidentiaJity allowing the therapists and parole officers to
communicate freely about the ciient and his therapy.
- A copy of the client's intake evaluation and treatment contract should be sent to the parole
office. We ask that the intake evaluation include information on therapeutic issues, therapy
recommendations and treatment plan and cost.
- The Referral Ust should be filled out and returned each month to the parole office. When
possible monthly staffings shaH be arranged with the parole officers in order to share
information and impressions of the clients.
- Whenever the client misses a therapy appointment the parole officer should be notified within
24 hours.
- The parole officer should be notified immediately whenever the therapist perceives instability,
deterioration, negative attitude changes. suspected danger, or reoffenses in the client,
- A termination report must be sent to the parole office whenever a client is expelled from
treatment or completes treatment.
- The therapist should write a certified report or be willing to testify as an expert witness in
parole hearings involving their clients.
APPENDIX G
CRITERIA FOR EMPLOYMENT OF SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT
PROVIDERS
As the issue of sexual victimization has increasingly gained public attention, the demand for
individuals who have acquired specialized skills in treating the sexual aggressor (and victim) has grown.
In an effort to meet this demand, the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY SEX ASUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
has contract with many mental hearth practitioners and has sponsored training to assist them to acquire
expertise ;n treating the offender. Unfortunately, as the demand for treatment of offenders has
escaJated, a number of mentaJ health professionals have presented themselves as having expertise in
this area when evidence of their expertise has been lacking. In an effort to ensure thai the quality of
services-provided by individuaJs affiliated with the SHE30YGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY Sex ABUSE TREATMENT
PROGRAM remains high, the necessity of developing criteria fer employment of treatment providers for
offenders has become apparent. Therefore, the SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTEAAGENCY SEX AeUSE TREATMENT
PROGRAM has chosen to advocate the following criteria for contractual employment of menta' health
professionals as treatment providers for sexual aggressors.
1. The mental health provider should have been awarded a Masters degree, or
other advanced graduate and/or medical degree, in a nationally recognized
mental hearth discipHne. Among these disciplines are: social work, counseling,
psychology, and psychiatry.
2. The degree work must have been completed at an accredited higher educational
institution.
3. The provider should be a licensed, or license eligible, mental health professional.,
4. The practitioner should have completed an internship, or equivalent post-degree
training, in forensic mental health, or in the treatment of the sexual aggressor
and lor victim.
5. The practitioner should be proficient in group and behavioral therapy.
6. The practitioner should have received training in traditionaJ psychometric
assessment techniques,
7. The practitioner must agree to participate in peer supervisIon with other
members of the Sheboygan County Interagency Sex Abuse Treatment Program.
9. The practitioner must be willing to meet with representatives of the Bureau of
Community Corrections to discuss case-related issues.
As long as one group therapist meets these criteria, the remaining co-therapist need not meet
~hem. Thus, if one therapist meets the criteria for employment as a contractual provider of sex offender
treatment, the person's co-therapist need not do so ~, the co-therapist may be a Probation and
Parole Agent, Social Services Worker or other person whose profession or personal interest may lead
them to be concerned with the area of sexual aggression).
APPENDIX H
SEXUAL ABUSE TREATMENT GROUPS FOR CHILD INCEST VICTIMS
MEMBERSHIP
The nature of the sexual abuse should be that of the perpetrator being a trusted adult or family
member. Those appropriate for participation are female victims of sexuaJ abuse who are between the
ages of 7 and 18. Group treatment for male victims maybe available through private mentaJ heaJth
providers.
REFERRAL PROCESS
Written referraJs are made to the Family Sex Abuse Treatment Specialist who staffs with the caseworker
as to the appropriateness for the individual child.
GROUP COMPOSlnON
The groups are age and maturity segregated, with aU members approximately the same age and/or
maturity level.
TREATMENT PROCESS
Treatment groups meet weekly and are open, ongoing groups with members at aU stages of the
resoJution process. Given the nature of the family and individual crisis at the time of discovery and
beyond, it is desirable for the victims tl) enter group as soon atter discovery as possible.
GROUP LEADERS
Department of Social Services caseworkers and occasionally other community professionaJs in
conjunction with Department of SociaJ Services staff act as group leaders. There are two leaders per
group.
GENERAL GROUP GOALS
Graduation occurs when the child has reached sufficient resolution of the trauma to have: 1 ) a clear
understanding of responsibility; 2) a reduction of guilt, anger, and confusion; 3) an increased
setf-esteem as well as; 4) a support system so she can plan for the future and know who to tell if ever
there is a re-abuse of any kind.
SPECIFIC TREATMENT ISSUES
1. Universalism:
The child learns she is not the only one who has been victimized.
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2. Realigning sense of resoonsibiHty:
The child often not only feels responsible for the sexual abuse but also for the break-up of the family.
3. ~eduction of guilt:
The child feels guilt and shame for breaking a sociaJ taboo; guilt for revealing the abuse; guilt for any
pleasure derived from the sense of closeness with the offender.
4. Building Setf-Esteem:
The child must learn she is worthwhile as an individuaJ and that she is not different or special because
she was 'chosen' by the perpetrator.
5. Relearning basic trust:
The child's sense of trust is shattered; she wants to believe the offender will never re-offend and that
he has learned that the abuse was wrong. Group leaders model accepting, caring adults who are not
abusive.
6. Deve!oo;ng cooing skills and building a suoport system and safety olan:
The child neecs to learn to identify who to tum to such as family, friends or school personnel in case
of another abuse or any other life crisis. This may involve improving communication skills, asking
others for help. anticipating mothers (family's/others) reactions to information given, and developing
self-protectiveness, assertiveness, aQd anger management.
7. Preoaration for court exceriences:
Rote plays of grand-jury and court room trials as well as understanding the lega! outcomes for the
offender are covered routinely.
8. Learning to separate sex from love and learning basic human sexuality:
EducationaJ materials and group sharing help the child redefine their own sexuality. Birth control and
normaJ dating issues are dealt with if age-appropriate. Often the child is fearful of sex or confused
about their personal rights and are highty vulnerable to promiscuity and further sexuaJ abuse.
9. Developing knowledge of offender deviant thinking:
Understanding offender behavior cycles and deviant thinking patterns is important to helping the victim
realize shelhe was not the cause of the abuse. This atso helps the child identify potential risk
situations in the future.
10. Discriminating bet'Neen harmful and acpropriate fife situations:
The child needs to learn what are hurtful behaviors and how to identify, avoid, and not participate in
hurtful behaviors to others, themselves.
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11. Dealing with sen destructive behaviors:
Suicide, drug and alcohol abuse, and running away behaviors are seen as outgrowths of depression
due to the sense of gUilt and shame the child feels and are addressed as such as in goals {3}. (4). and
(6).
12. Understanding dissociation:
The child may have developed distorted techniques of coping during time of the abuse such as
daydreaming. thought-blocking, flights from reality. New issues may manifest themselves in nightmares
or trouble with concentration in school. These are understood as protective devices but are
discouraged as daily coping skills.
13. Learning hope:
Seeing others who have survived the same negative experience and developing a sense of altruism
(being able to help one another are healing stages for the child.
14. Learning a reconstructive -tamitya experience:
The child develops bonds to group leaders and members and develops a sense of belonging
(particularly during a time when the naturaJ family seems to be disintegrating).
1S. Resolution of the negative experience:
The child learns to talk about the abuse without great anxiety or distress: she is able to acknowledge
her caring of the offender, but dislike at his actions toward her.
16. Preparation for clarification:
Role plays and other practicing is done with the child to help anticipate what clarification will be like
and ensure that the child has had help preparing for their part.
APPENDIX I
GROUP TREATMENT FOR MOTHERS OF INCEST VICTIMS
MEMBERSHIP
Those appropriate for participation are women whose children have been victims of sexual abuse by
a family member or trusted adult.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The group meets weekly and is an ongoirg process group with members at all stages of the resolution
process. Members are encouraged to remain in group until they, the group leaders and the
caseworker feel they have made sufficient progress in understanding the dynamics of how and why the
abuse occurred and have received support to deaJ with their own feelings.
SPECIFIC TREATMENT ISSUES MAY INCLUOE:
1. Symptoms and behavioral problems in the victims as well as siblings.
2. Anger and/or ambivalence towards the offender.
3. Understanding offender behavior.
4. Anger/jealousy/ambivalence toward the victim's).
5. Guilt associated wilh perceived lack of protection for the victim.
6. Parenting skills.
7. Depression.
8. Ute coping skills; economic, personal emotional.
9. Molestation as a child themselves.
10. Assertiveness skills.
11. Building sett-esteem.
12. Communication skills.
13. New dating concerns.
APPENDIX J
RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF PROBATION
If the results of the psychosexual assessment indicate that the sex offender is an appropriate candidate
for probation with community based treatment, the sentencing court will be requested to impose special
conditions of probation to prohibit involvement in high risk situations.
Among the special conditions of probation that may be instituted are:
1. The offender shall participate in offender treatment as directed by his/her probation agent and
assume the costs of treatment
2. The offender shaH assume the cost of therapy required by all victims.
3. The offender shaJl make restitution to the victim for out-of-pocket expenses incurred as a direct
resutt of the offense.
4. The offender shall not purchase, possess, or consume alcoholic beverages and/or controlled
substances without a valid prescription from a licensed physician.
5. The offender shaJl submit to an Imoxilyizer!unnalysis testing as requested by. the probation
agent ...
6. The offender shall participate ~n alcohol/drug assessment and counseling as directed by the
probation agent.
7. The offender shall nat purchase or possess pornographic materials.
8. The offender shall not operate a motor vehicle after dark [or during specified hours when
children are going to and leaving school], except for the purposes of verified employment,
unless in the company of another adutt deemed responsible by the probation agent.
9. The offender shaJl abide by any curlew imposed by the probation agent.
10. The offender shall not hitchhike or pick up hitchhikers.
11. The offender shaH not initiate, establish, or maintain contact with any minor child nor attempt
to do so, nor reside in the same residence with minor children without permission of the
probation agent.
12. The offender shall reside where the probation agent directs.
13. The offender shall not purchase, possess, or use firearms.
As necessary, other special conditions of probation may be recommended to prevent the offender from
being placed in a high risk situation.
APPENDIX K
SHEBOYGAN COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
DEFINITION OF TERMS REGARDING CONTACT WITH MINORS
A Minor is defined as anyone under 18 years old.
Contact can mean several things:
___ 1. Actual physical touching.
___ 2. Association or relationship:taking any action which furthers a relationship with a minor
such as writing letters, sending messages, buying presents,~
___ 3. Communication in any form is contact. This includes verbal communication such as
taJking, and/or written communication such as letters,~
___ 4. Proximity contact: Being in the proximity of a minor (such as in the same house, yard,
store, or restaurant) where communication could be established with a minor. If a minor
is known to the offender, the offender should control the situation by leaving. (It is not
appropriate to put the responsibility on the minor to avoid communication.)
If a minor is in a non-public place and if the minor is not going to leave, the
offender should leave. (Example: a minor selling magazines door to door,
minors come'into your yard to play or ask questions. minors come to visit a
friend while you are at a friend's house.) This constitutes a high risk for
grooming behaviors. opport~nity or interpretation of having an opportunity of
inappropriate contact.
If the minor is unknown to the offender and is in a public place (encountered
at a grocery store, church, movies, etc.): First. all efforts shouid be made to
minimize such contact by timing visits to public places when minors are not
Iikety to be present. (Example: Do not go to Saturday afternoon matinees at
the movies.) If this is done, and a minor is still encountered, the offender
should not initiate any communication (verbal or nonverbal) with a mino~. If a
minor initiates communication, the offender should immediately move away from
the minors area If the minor persists in trying to communicate, the offender
should leave the public place.
___ Direct Contact is 1:1 contact with a minor. This includes in person visits, touching, talking on
the phone, letters or written notes, making proximity contact with a minor (see definition for
proximity contact).
___ Indirect Contact is making contact with a minor through another person which includes asking
the mother, teacher, or a friend to tell a minor something, or to have a minor answer questions,
send pictures, deliver or receive packages, gifts, or money.
WHEN IN DOUBT, TERMINATE CONTACT. THEN CALL. YOUR PROBATION AGENT
AND REQUEST MORE INFORMATION.
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___ Suoervisor is a person who has been approved by the probation agent to supervise a contact
between a minor and an offender. The approval MUST be in writing, and be obtained prior to
any supervised contact. The probation agent and the judge are the only people who can
approve a person as a supervisor, your counselor or attorney CANNOT. Supervisors must be
adults who know the details of the offense, the offender's cycle, risk situations, conditions of
probation, and agree to monitor the situation and repon violations to the probation agent.
___ Suoervised Contact is when an offender is allowed to have contact with a minor under
prearranged conditions and times. The conditions must be approved IN WRITING PRIOR to
the comaet. The approval is by the probation agent or jUdge only. Deviations or substitutions
must be by prior approval by probation agent in writing.
Supervised contact ALWAYS requires a pre-approved supervisor. This NEVER means
just another adutt is present.
WHEN IN DOUBT, TERMINATE CONTACT. THEN CALL YOUR PROBATION AGENT
AND REQUEST MORE INFORMAnON.
APPENDIX L
PHILOSOPHY OF TREATMENT
I. Child molestation is either the result of:
a. A deviant arousal pattern and/or
b. The inappropriate conversion of nonsexual
problems into sexual behavior.
2. Goals of therapy for offenders are as follows:
a. A primary goal is for offenders to learn to
control their deviant arousal patterns.
b. A second goal is to place obstacles in the path
of converting nonsexual problems into sexual
behavior. These may include removing the father
from the home, developing a better mother child
relationship, and improving the ability of the
victim to be assertive and to report any attempts
at remolestation. A key to minimIzing the risk of
reoccurence Is to strengthen the positive qualIties
of the mother-child relationship.
c. A third goal of therapy Is for offenders and
their families to learn to solve nonsexual problems
in nonsexual ways. For example, the offenders need
to deal with marital problems, depression, and
other life problems dIrectly, wIthout the use of
inappropriate sexual acting out.
3. Offenders must take responsibility for child sexual
abuse without minimizing, externalizing, or
projecting blame onto others. Manipulation and
denial are major behavioral overlays of the offense
and the response to discovery.
4. Each parent must take responsibility for hIs or her
own behavior and not the other/a. Spouses are
responsible for abuse only if they are involved in
sexual abuse. They are responsIble for denyIng and
minimizing if they do.
5. Child sexual abuse Is a treatable problem.
Treatable is defined as helpIng the offender
learn ways of mInImIzIng the risk of re-offense.
It does not imply cure.
6. Any dysfunctional family patterns resulting from or
providing the opportunity for sexual abuse need to
be addressed and changed. These may include but
are not restrIcted to isolation, poor
communication, lack of boundaries, and patriarchal
entitlement.
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7. Victims are not responsible for child sexual abuse
under any circumstances.
8. Child sexual abuse is harmful to children.
9. An important goal of a child sexual abuse program
is to provide support to other professionals and to
network effectively.
Source: A. Salter. Treating Child Sex Offenders
and Victims. 1988.
APPENDIX M
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
THE OFFENDER
A sexual offense is a multi-determined event with
two primary components:
1. Sexual devIance, and
2. The character structure that allowed the
individual to act on the deviant fantasy.
A devIant sexual arousal pattern typically
develops in adolescence from a conditioning process in
which the adolescent mastubrates to fantasies. Arousal
to particular fantasies is enhanced and maintained
through the primary reInforcer of sexual gratification
by ejaculation. Actual acting out of devIant fantasies
may be reinforced not only by immediate sexual release,
but by secondary reinforcers such as the excitement of
risk taking and feelings of power and control over the
victim.
The personality structure which facilitates overt
expression of sexual deviance has characteristIc
features. Early development may be affected by
parental modelIng and learning about sexuality.
StudIes of offender populations suggest they are at
hIgh rIsk to have been victIms of sexual abuse
themselves or to have wItnessed abuse in their
families. Deficits in empathy, poor social skills,
',,-,
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emotional immaturity, and isolation may function in the
adolescent personality to prevent development of
healthy and approprIate outlets for intimacy needs and
sexuality. These developmental patterns and
environmental influences set the stage for the
cognitive structure of the offender. As described in
The Criminal Personality (Yochelson and Samenow, 1976),
a pattern of .. thinking errors" develops to protect and
maintaIn the deviant behavior and psychologically
protect the client from the harmful aspects of his
behavior.
Environmental factors whIch set the stage for the
Inappropriate sexual behavior include:
1. Cognitive patterns are utilized to persuade
oneself that it is okay to engage in the inappropriate
sexual behavior.
2. OpportunIty to engage In the sexual behavIor.
S. Grooming of the victim or manipulatIng the
victim into a frame of mind or situation which
increases the likelihood of the deviant sexual
behavior.
4. Sexual fantasy rehearsal of the deviant
behavior.
5. Perception of sexual cues which trigger the
deviant arousal. Misinterpretation or events or
sexualizing neutral cues.
"'--'"'
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6. Emotional states such as anxiety, dep~ession,
anger or loneliness.
7. Isolation and estrangement from others.
8. Enabling system which facilitates and
maintains deviant sexual behavior and at the same time
falls to hold the offender accountable for his actions.
Immediately following the sexual assault, both
primary rewards (sexual gratifIcation) and seconda~y
~ewa~ds (power and control) reinforce the deviant
patte~n. NegatIve consequences (legal) are too fa~
removed. Following those perIods of actual Involvement
in the devIant sexual acts, the offender is able to
think in somewhat ~esponsible terms about the
inappropriateness of the sexual behavio~ and potential
consequences. Typically, this responsible thinking is
somewhat superficial and self-focused. Periods of
responsible thinking are followed by thoughts and
feeling states which are painful such as experiencIng
guilt, anxiety, depression and low self-esteem.
Over time, sexual offende~s tend to deal with
their anxiety and guilt not by eliminating the deviant
sexual behavIor, but rather by dIscounting the
responsible thinking which leads to the negatIve
feeling states. It is in this phase that the cognitive
mechanisms (distortions) or denial, blaming,
minimizing, redefining, sec~ecy, ~ationalization, and
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intellectualization are developed and set the stage to
reoffend. Magical solutions, overworking, and
religious conversions are other avoidance mechanisms.
Another major defense often employed is victim playing,
where the offender casts himself as a victim and his
environment as persecutorss. This allows guIlt and
anxiety to be externalIzed and over time this
perception that the world is hostile becomes a
justifIcation for the sexually abusive behavIor. The
cognitive structure or thinking errors are reinforced
by their ability to remove anxIety and guilt. Escape
from negative emotions is a reward. The offender feels
better <temporarily) and then unconsciously goes about
setting up the antecedent for the next sexual assault.
From an external standpoint, resumption of the
assault cycle may be inferred from a repetition of old
behaviors which typically preceded the assault in the
past. Although the offender may appear to be complying
with treatment, or present a facade of remorse to
others, behaviors such as increased IsolatIon, return
to substance abuse, depression, anger outbursts, or
decreased work performance may signal to the therapist
that the offender is at Increasing risk of reoffense.
Over time these behavIors (cognItive and overt) which
characterize the cycle become compulsive and in a very
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real sense, addictive. As a whole, the cycle of
behavior functions to relieve negative internal states.
THE FAMILY
The character structure of the offender is
embedded within the context of the family system.
Dynamics commonly seen in incestuous families include a
father who is dominant and controlling in his spousal
relationship as well as with the activities of the
chIldren. Mother is likely to be passive-dependent,
abdicating decision making to her spouse. In taking a
subordinate role, the mother may unconsciously transfer
her role to her daughter in child care and household
duties, eventually withdrawing from involvement In the
family. This pattern may facIlitate avoidance by the
mother of cues of sexual abuse. Family secretiveness
and social isolation are hallmarks of the sexually
abusive famIly, preserving the dysfunctional family
system. Family attitudes about sexuality tend to be
eIther rigid or repressive, or overly lIberal.
Abusiveness towards the wife or children is often
associated with this pattern, along wIth an impaired
marital/sexual relationship with the wIfe. A breakdown
of physical or emotional boundaries wIthin the home,
and opportunities for excessIve father-child contact
are considered risk factors for abuse in the family. A
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history of sexual abuse In either or both of the
spouses may intensify the family defense system.
Ideally, all incest families, whether
reunification occurs or not, should engage in family
work to resolve old conflicts and maladaptive patterns
and clarify changes that must be made prior to
reunIfication. Power struggles (domInating father)
within the family need realIgnment, appropriate
parent/child roles need to be established, and the
marItal bond strengthened. These patterns and the need
for assistance may also exist in the family unIt of
non-incest offenders.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF NON·CONFIDENTIAUTY AND WANER
APPENDIX N
Date _
Date _Witness _
Signature of Cnent _
I understand that sexual assault is a criminal offense with serious consequences to the victim
and the community. and I hereby allow any therapist to report to the appropriate authorities inclUding
but not limited to, the District Attorney's office, or locaJ law enforcement agencies any occurrence or
potentiaJ occurrence' of a sexuaJ offense on my part, regardless of how the therapist gains knowledge
of such occurrence or potential occurrence. The purpose of my participation in the Sheboygan County
Interagency Sexual Abuse Program counseling is to control my sexual assaultiveness in the community,
and I wish to be hetd fUlly accountable for such behavior.
I. have been informed and acknowfedge that I have no rights
of confidentiality regarding my treatment at Sheboygan County Interagency SexuaJ Abuse Program.
I have also been informed and acknowledge that whatever I tell an interviewer or counselor during
treatment is not privileged or private. If any such rights of confidentiality. privilege of privacy exist or,
subsequent to execution of this waiver, are held to exist by statute or rule of law, I hereby waive any
and all such rights.
APPENDIX 0
OFFENDER TREATMENT CONTRACT
I, hereby enter into an agreement with Sheboygan County Interagency SexuaJ Abuse Program
to allow their its staff and contracted prIVate providers to provide me the treatment services designed
to increase non-deviant sexual behavior and arousal patterns and/or reduce deviant sexual behavior
and arousal patterns. The primary goal of treatment is to prevent recidivism. I understand and agree
to the following conditions regarding my treatment:
1) I agree to be completety honest and assume full responsibility for my offenses and my
behavior.
2} 1 agree, if deemed appropriate by treatment staff, to make a clear apology to my victim(s)
and a statement that what happened was not the victim's fault.
3) I agree to sign an acknowledgement of non-confidentiality and waiver and to sign any
releases of information required to obtain information about my behavior.
4) I will attend all treatment sessions. attend on time, and notify the appropriate staff member
as soon as possible about any situation that affects my attendance or promptness. I
understand that the onty acceptable excuse for absence or lateness is a ve'1fiable medical
emergency.
5) 1 will pay my assigned
arrangements with the staff.
at the time of each sessjon unless I have made other
6) I will not disclose any information regarding another client to anyone outside this program.
7) I will activety participate in treatment to the satisfaction of staff and other group members.
8) I understand that treatment may include periods of individual, couples, and family therapy
in addrtion to weekly group therapy.
Treatment can generally be expected to last a minimum of 18 months.
Treatment will include:
a) writing a detailed autobiography;
b), completing readings, written assignments, and counseling in such areas as stress
management; assertiveness, self-esteem, sexuality, communication, and victim empathy;
c} identifying and changing deviant behavior patterns;
d) developing and implementing a plan to avoid high risk situations. I understand that
I will be asked to discuss these tasks and assignments in group treatment
9) I understand that my offense has had an impact on my living partners. In order to assist
my partners and myself in the recovery process, I agree that my current partners, or any future
significant living partners will participate in treatment on an as needed basis as determined by
treatment staff.
10) J understand that ongoing assessmem of my progress through psychologicaJ and
physiologicaJ evaluation will be part of my treatment
11) I will comply with aU conditions of probation and parole.
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12) I will not attend any session while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
13) I will not become verbally threatening or assauttive towards any staff member or client
whether inside OR outside of the office.
14) I understand that a staff member is on-call for emergencies on a twenty-four (24) hour basis
by calling _
15) I will not have any pornographic material in my possession, or use it, at any time.
I also agree to the following special conditions:
I understand that my probation/parole agent may be notified immediately of any violation of this
contract. I also understand that local police departmems or the county Sheriff's department may be
contacted if necessary to maintain victim or community safety. I also understand and agree that any
violation of the conditions of this comraet may be grounds for, termination from the program at the
discretion of the staff. I agree that the staff may terminate my treatment for an, other problem behavior,
not outlined above.
If I have any questions about this Treatment Contract, I have discussed them to my satisfaction
with the person in charge of my treatment. By signing this I give my voluntary consent to participate
in all of the above.
Signed: _
[Client]
Witness: _
Witness: _
Date: _
Date: _
Date: _
APPENDIX P
Client Name --
P.O. -
Caseworker _
Date of staffing _
Review date
-----
Phase _
IMT STAFFING SERVICE CONTRACT
During this service period, these goals will be addressed:
I. DEVIANT BEHAVIOR
Problems:
II. THINKJNG ERRORS
Problems:
III. INTERPERSONAUFAMILY DYNAMICS
Problems:
IV. VICTIM
Problems:
v. SYSTEM RESPONSI81UTIES
Problems:
VI. VISITATION SCHEDULE
Methods:
Methods:
Methods:
Methods:
Methods:
Client
Caseworker
Probation Agent
ROUTE~ ( )Client ( )Therapist ( )Probation Agent ( )Caseworker ( )Log
APPENDIX Q
STAFFING FORMAT
~ationate: A general staffing format can define the roles of the participants, develop a g'eneraJ ·game
plan' for that particular staffing, and assist in better utilization of consultation time. It is not meant to
be a restrictive measure, rather a useful tool for aJl members!
Time: One hour totaJ.
-
F!rst Matf-hour: 30 minutes for consultation without client present
1) Identffication of issues: Identify whet'her this is a' regular 3-month staffing, or if there is
a particular emergency or change in status warranting a meeting. Identify decisions or
issues that need to be resoived in this staffing. i.e., change in visitation; change in
proOation conditions: probation violation; issues with children §
2) 8rieflng: Ask if anyone who may be new needs a short thumbnail of the case prior to
prOceeding.
3) P.A.: Brings team up to date on performance on probation, status of probation
condition changes, home visits, perceptions of cHent, concerns, input on issues (defined
in #1).
4) Theraoist: Brief synopsis of cHent's treatment, what modalities client is involved in and
attenaance (group treatment - 1 per month follow-up; marital treatment, etc.) progress
towards treatment 90a1s outJined at the last IMT staffing or on mentaJ heaith Treatment
Plan, recommendations regarding identified issues (#1).
5) CSD caseworker: Up date on children, issues of visitation, clarification and the potentiaJ
impact on the victim, victim treatment, acting out, input on issues identified in #1.
6) Decision making: Decide on issues identified at outset, develop service contract
7) Presentation: Develop strategy on who will address particular issues.
Second half-hou~ 30 minutes for consuttation with cHent present.
Client Staffing: Implement strategy, allow client to review progress in their own words, review
contraet/expectations, discuss issuesldecisionslrecommendations. Distribute
copies of IMT contract.
APPENDIX R
CRITERIA FOR COMPLE:10N OF SHEBOYGAN COUNTY INTERAGENCY
SEX ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
The following criteria ore for use with 011 child sexual abuse offenders. These goals remain In effect
throughout the course or probation:
I. DEVIANT BEHAVIOR
A. You don't offend agoin.
B. You show you understand the cycle of your behavior end your deviant thinking.
C. You know how to keeo out of risk situaTions for the rest of your life.
D. You wiil make your ramiiy and dose associates aware of your cycle. This includes all
supervisors or contacts with chiidren.
E. You will fully disclose your sexual history and your sexuelly abusive behavior so thct an
open ond honest reietionship is established with your therapist. This will be possible
through the use of polygrapn exams.
II. THINKING ERRORS
A. You toke all the responsibility for your behovior and feeiings. You change yourself, if that's
what's needed.
B. You con identify your problems. You know how to aSK for help.
C. You show you understand the weys you think and beheve that help you justify i;responsible
and hunful behavior rowcrd others.
D. You accepf the input or those around you with regcrd to your cyc:ie end behavior.
III. INTERPERSONAL/FAMILY DYNAMICS
A. You show you know qther people nave feelings and needs. You know now to respond to
them.
B. You con't control others, direc:ty or indirectly.
C. You will accept your family's need to chonge ond grow.
D. You show you can live on your own end take cere of yourself.
E. You use your friends and activities in an appropriate manner to meet personal needs.
F. You lecm to decl with your anger appropriately.
IV. VICTIM
A. For abuse within the family and with other relatives, you ond your spouse have to help the
child get over the effects of incest. Individual, group or femiiy trectment may be needed.
B. For abuse outside the family, you poy for the victim's trectment os necessary and compiete
darinc:::rion as appropriate for the vicrim.
v. RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE PROGRAM
A. You hove to agree to come to ell the treatment sessions. You have to participete and
show you ere making progress. You have to show you 're using the counseling to improve
yourself.
B. You have to attend and perticipate in Parents United on a weekly basis.
C. You heve to do whet people in the program tell you (probation ogent, caseworker,
therapist). You hove to keep 011 your appointments. You need to follow through with
direcrions given regcrding your treatment plan end protecting the well-being of yourself
and others.
D. You nave to obey all court orders ond probation directives.
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VI. REUNIFICATION
Additional criteria for families wanting to be reunited:
1. We will decide whether or not your family is ready to reunite based on everyone's
participation and progress in treatment and support groups.
2. You must show you realty want to reunite your family.
3. You must complete clarification.
4. You are uitimately responsible to leave when necessary and avoid risks. You will help
your family recognize your risk situations by having a written list of potential risks and
having a family plan to bring up issues of discomfon that arise.
S. There must first be successful supervised visitation.
6. Your spouse must make a commitment to remain involved through all phases of the
treatment program, including attendance at Incest Management Team and regular
attendance at Parents United.
You have to keep up full participation
In every part of the program.
APPENDIX S
PSYCHOSEXUAL ASSESSMENT
An integral part of the presentence investigation shall be a psychosexual assessment of the offender.
Generally the assessment shall include a clinical interview, a personality test, a battery of pencH-and-paper
inventories and the penile ptethysmoraph.
The assessment reports are to be thorough and objective. CollateraJ information is to be included
whenever possible. Information designated 'discretionary- is to be included as often as is fGasible. When
information is not available, it to be noted.
1. Review of relevant police reports. [Mandatory]
2. The victim's statement of the offense(s). [Mandatory]
3. The statements or evaluations of those who are close to and/or assisting the victim, iJ6
family, counselor, teacher,~ [Discretionary]
4. The offenders statement of the offense{s). [Mandatory]
5. A standard intelligence test. [Mandatory]
6. Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. [Mandatory]
7. Clinical interview including, bbt: not limited to, the offender's social history, sexual history.
[Mandatory]
8. Interview with spouse or significant other. [Discretionary]
9. ~ Review of past evaJuations(s) and treatment history. [Mandatory]
10. Paper-and-penciI inventories; selee: as appropriate: [Discretionary]
a . Abel and Becker Cognitions Scale
b. Buss-Durke Hostility Inventory
c. Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale
d. Nowicki-5trickland Internal/Extemal Control Scale
e. Social Avoidance and Distress Scale
f. Speilberger State-Trait Anger Scale
g. InterpersonaJ Reactivity Scaie
h. Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test.
i. Crowne-Marlowe Scale of Social Desirability
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j. Lawson Social Self-esteem Scale
k. Novaco Anger ScaJe
I. Rosenberg Self-esteem Inventory
11. Psychosexual Assessment Battery: [Mandatory]
a. Attitudes Toward Women
b. Abel and Becker Card Sort of Sexual Fantasies
c. Burt Rape Myth Acceptance Scale
d. Multiphasic Sex Inventory
e. Wilson Sex Fantasy Questionnaire
f. DeRogatis Sexual Functioning Invemory
g. Measure of Male Inadequacy
h. Sex Anxiety Inventory
i. Survey of Heterosexual Interaction
12. Penile Plethysmograph. [Mandatory]
13. Evaluation of offense (pattern) including the amount of violence, amount of risk taken,
whether the offense appears predatory. explosive or opportunistic and the use of
disinhibitors. [Mandatory]
14. Situational considerations, inclUding: [Mandatory]
a. Access to victim.
b. How much is at stake.
c. The legal hold over the offender.
d. The number of anchor points and natural monitors in the offender's life.
e. The social and sexual outlets available to the offender.
f. The attitudes of people around the offender.
1S. Impression and prognosis. [Mandatory]
16. Recommendations. [Mandatory]
a. Appropriateness for out-patient treatment.
b. Assessment of risk to the community.
c. Statement of treatment needs and planned treatment modalities.
d. Planned monitoring techniques.
8. Planned restrictions on offender behavior.
f. Required conditions of treatment.
..... ,; ;.. ~. :"
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APPENDIX T
TREATMENT FORMAT
TREATMENT MODALITIES - OFFENDER
1. Individual T~eatment: Most f~equently focuses
on modification of deviant a~ousal patte~ns th~ough
various behavioral methods, typically some version of
ave~sive conditioning. Aversive conditioning has been
shown In the research lIterature as effective in
dec~easing inappropirate arousal patterns. Given the
risk of impulsive acting out of the offender in the
community, aversive treatment is usually one of the
initial components of the treatment plan. The
literature suggests that all persons who have
eroticized sexual contact with chIldren require
aversive conditionIng, both to diminish sexual arousal
and the emotional high produced from deviant sexual
behavior. Behavioral interventions may last anywhere
from ten weeks to several months with periodic booster
sessions and follow-up over a year or more. Aversive
conditIoning technIques are only the beginnIng of
arousal control; If they are not maIntained throughout
the person~s life, arousal will return. Any stimulus
control can be quIckly eradicated through deviant
fantasy or frequent contact wIth stimulating persons.
2. Covert Conditioning: An imaginal or fantasy
procedure in which the offender achieves a relaxed
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state and recreates the offending behavior in fantasy.
However, fantasized consequences are aversive, such as
arrest, picure in the paper, family reactIon, loss of
job. Positive scenes involving appropriate sexuality
are reinforced imaginably. The client does this
procedure at home to strengthen with repetition.
3. MinImal Aroysal Conditioning: Descriptions of
the clients deviant behavior are used to identify early
arousal. These are then paired with a noxious odor
(ammonia). Through daily practice, the client learns
he can control his arousal effectively. The
plethysmograph is used to accurately identify early
arousal states and determine if control has occurred.
4. Assisted Covert Sensitization: Noxious odors
(ammonia) are presented/paIred with deviant imagery or
visual stimuli to decrease deviant arousal pattern and
reinforce appropriate arousal. The plethysmograph can
be utilized in conjunction with these pairings as a
biofeedback measure to assess, increase or decrease
arousal as appropriate.
5. Masturbatory Satiation: The client
masturbates to an appropriate sexual fantasy until
ejaculation. Often this includes verbalizing the
fantasy in a tape recording during masturbation.
Following this initial 10 to 15 minutes, the client is
instructed to continue masturbating for the remaining
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45 minutes to verbalized deviant fantasies. The
aversiveness of continuIng stImulation while in the
refractory phase of arousal decreases deviant arousal
while appropriate arousal is reinforced.
6. Appropriate Arousal Enhancement: Various
behavioral techniques such as use of imagery or couple
sexual dysfunction counseling with the non-offending
spouse are employed to develop more healthy sexual
patterns.
7. Thought Stopping: A cognitive procedure
typically practiced In individual sessions and employed
by the client at home to immediately discontinue
inappropriate fantasies that may occur in daily
activity; this tecnhique should be employed throughout
the offender/s life.
8. Group Treatment: May be initIated
concurrently or subsequent to individual treatment.
Group treatment offers a powerful modalIty for
impacting and confronting the resIstant thinking
patterns (denial, minimization, rationalization)
associated wIth the personalIty structure of the sexual
offender. Additionally, the group setting offers an
arena for re-Iearning more approprIate patterns of
Interacting with others or even basic social skills
which are lacking in the inadequate client. If found
appropriate, clients may participate in group treatment
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for 12 to 24 months, including follow-up sessions on a
less frequent basis. Topics usually covered in a group
format include awareness of the arousal cycle and
offense pattern, confrontatIon of thinkIng errors,
sexual educatIon, social skIlls and stress management,
vIctim personalization, and awareness of indIvidual
risk situatIons and how to manage them. Hopefully, the
group treatment will provide an adequate preparation
for the offender to clarify with the victim.
Understanding his cycle, taking responsibility,
developing empathy and havIng the capacity to
communicate this to the victim In a positive manner are
evaluated as part of the offender/s clarification
readiness.
9. Adjunctive Treatment: For the offender
client, this may include individual therapy focused on
mental illness Issues, skills groups, or alcohol/drug
treatment as seen as necessary components of the
overall treatment plan.
THE FAMILY/S TREATMENT
UnlIke tradItIonal family systems approaches
(which treat the family as a unit from the outset of
therapy), interventions in the family system may begin
with individual members, then dyads, and ultimately the
family is seen as a whole unit. This backwards
recombination approach is necessItated because of the
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resistent dynamics of the offender/s power and control,
and the inabilIty of the offender at the start of
treatment to be ready to deal with the victim in an
appropriate way. Some offenders may take many months
until they can fully admit to the offense.
Additionally, the spouse in an incest situation is seen
in a key role in the family now, needing to be able to
believe her child and protect her children by resisting
the dominance of the offender.
Shortly after discovery, the victim may be placed
in a victim/s group for support and assIstance In
dealIng with the sexual trauma and the conflicts
resulting from the separation of the family after
discovery (Appendix H). Group goals generally include
development of trust in a group atmosphere of support
and acceptance of the victim; rebuIldIng of self-esteem
and autonomy; understanding the sexual abuse, including
offender behavior and non-offendIng spouse dynamics;
and dealing with feelIngs of guIlt, anxiety, anger, and
pleasure in relationship to the offender and other
family members. The chIld learns to develop internal
and external resources to deal with the continuing
memories of the abuse as well as help in the event of
future victimization. PreparatIon for clarification
with the offender may be a therapy goal for the victIm.
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Individual treatment for the victim, siblings, and
spouse is often necessary. GLOUP treatment for the
spouse is an additional resource for the family unit.
Mothers receive peer SUPPOLt fLam otheL gLOUP members
and receive education about the offender and the abuse
pattern. Group goals include understanding the impact
of the abuse on the child(ren); gaining assertiveness
skills and independence to provide adequate protection
for children; learning to communicate about the abuse
in a non-Judgmental manner; dealIng with inherent
mother-child conflIcts exacerbated by the abuse
sItuation and Lemoval of the offender from the house;
learnIng about the offender behavior and rIsk
situations; and resolution of the guilt and anger the
mother has towards herself, the offender and the victim
(Appendix I). MotheLs who themselves have been
molested can also benefit by participation in an Adults
Molested as ChIldren (AMAC) group.
The clarification process is defIned as the verbal
or written communIcation between the offender and the
victimIzed childCren) in whIch all enticement,
respsonsibility, and blame for the sexual
behavior/incestuous relationship is owned by the
offender. The offender must be ready (as judged by
himself, the Interagency Management Team, the
therapists and case managers) to sincerely apologize to
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the child without instilling further guilt or anxiety
onto the victim. He must be able to explain his
responsibility and reassure the victIm of this being
the truth. Ultimately, readiness for the clarIfication
process, however, rests with the child/s ability to
deal with the offender. In cases of severe emotional
disturbance or unwillingness on the child/s part, the
clarification process wIll not occur even though the
offender may be able to take responsibility in a
healthy way. This process usually begins with the
offender writing a clarification letter to the
victim(s) which has been approved by all therapists and
case managers. The letter is reviewed by the child
with hIs/her therapist.
ClarifIcation meetings would then be arranged as
appropriate. The offender and his therapIst meet with
the victim and his/her therapist or caseworker. The
spouse may be present in the first session(s) to help
alleviate historic triangulation -- leavIng mother out
of the incestuous dynamic. It is also important for
the non-offendIng spouse to hear the offender take full
responsibility directly for the contact. In some cases
the mother-child relatIonship or the husband-wife
relatIonship is so impaired that the spouse/s presence
in the first clarificatIon session may inhibit the
process. In that circumstance, the spouse joins future
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sessions. The process may take a number of sessions
and can/should progessively include all family members.
The spouse may also verbally accept responsiblity for
any shortcomings in her relationshIp wIth her child or
the offender that may have inadvertently been
supportive of the faulty family dynamics that permitted
the incest to occur or continue. Within the
clarification process the child Is allowed to explore
and express his/her feelings toward the offender and
the non-offending spouse. This process Is essential to
the resolution of the trauma to the child, the
advancement of the offender/s treatment, and as
appropriate, the beginning of visitation between the
offender and victim. Clarification may be seen as an
end in itself. In some situations where there will be
no reunification, or where the vIctIm is not ready or
does not wish to visit with the offender, or where it
is unhealthy for the offender/s long-term treatment
goals to maintain contact wIth the victlm(s),
visitatIon does not follow clarification as a
continuIng process.
As the family proceeds through clarification and
beginning visitation, all of the family members,
includIng non-vIctimized children, may be seen as a
unit. Major goals at this stage are to redefine the
family system to allow the development of an individual
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identIty for each member and to facilitate development
of the necessary ego boundarIes which promote
autonomous functIoning wIthin the famIly unit instead
of diffuse and symbIotic relationships among members
which characterIzed the abusive system. A main goal
for this stage is to redefine the IndivIdual family
members/ roles to more independent, less symbIotic
positions. It is especially important for the victime
to gaIn a sense of individual identIty apart from the
other family members. It is a given fact that these
families will seek to re-establish old patterns and
resIst therapeutic interventions aimed at creating more
equal power relationships.
As the family begIns visitation, family therapy Is
a valuable forum in which restructuring of the family
can be tackled in incremental steps. Dealing with
trust issues, awareness of risk factors by all famIly
members, and issues brought up by increased visitation
are dealt with In the family system. Parenting skills,
appropriate nuturing, and assertiveness are typically
addressed.
If visitation is dealt with effectively,
reunification of the family becomes the final stage in
the reconstructIon of the family unit as a whole.
Adjustment followIng reunification and maintenance of
previously learned behaviors will provide considerable
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material for family therapy in solidifying a healthy
family unit. Typically, a honeymoon period of three to
six months often follows reunification. Old patterns
of behavior may return, Including deviant arousal and
Inhibitied family communication. This is common and
should be addressed within the treatment formats in
place.
Focusing on the marital dyad, communication,
sexual enhancement, and issues specific to the couple
and their styles of parenting, helps reduce risks of
future abuse. Marital treatment may also be used to
decrease the manipulative behavior of the offender and
get the spouse to recognize these power patterns in the
relationship. Marital therapy typically is done after
arousal work has been completed.
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County'§etting up
§pecial prog-.cam
{(Dr sex offenders
By JOHN RONDY
Press Staif Vvnt ~r
A s~cia.lizcd treat.ment program
ror Sheboygan County sexual olTen- "".
ders that. would use some of lhe
Jatest approaches in the! tield is in
the piann1ig stages her(!. aod couJd
be in opcr:1tion by July 1. law
enforcement ollicials say,
If adopted. the Sheboygan Coun-
ty rot.erag~ncy Sex Abuse Treat-
ment Progra.." could b(! used as a
modcl for the rest of the state to
follow, ~ars Circuit Jud~e Daniel
Ar.derson. '~'hQ is invoh'ed in ilie
etTort.
The proposal :or the program
borrows hcavtly :Tom one already
in placa in \Vashington Count.y,
Oregan. ',vhere the recidivism rate
is 70 percen~:or se:\-ual olTende~
who did not r"C'Ceive treatment com-
pared t~ 30 perccn t for those who
were trea~d, Anderson said.
"'Vhat t.his ::-:eans. ~timateiy, :s
that rou are ~rote<:ting the com-
munity," saki Anderson. pointing to
current statistic:i that indicate t.hat
25 percent of ail girls and bo}"s in
the community will be sexuaily
moiested at some point in their
childhood.
~hcre are 25.000 kids in
Sbeboygan County. and r think we
h:lve a duty to try and protect
them,"' Anderson said. "'Vhat we
are trying to do is break into the
C)'de or sexual abuse and protect
the potential victims out there."
The program ......ould combine the
efforts of social sen;ce 3geocies.
law enforcement and the courts to
discourage someone! coo\icted of a
sexual otJc:nse from reofTending,
Anders.on said. Tha team approach
would include: 3 ther;lpist assigned
to treat the olTender; a therapist for
a cwIt! victim of sexuaJ abuse or the
otTender's family; a probation
agcnt; and 3 social workcr to pro·
vide services to both the offender
and his family. .
The team would huddle on 3
monthly basis to discuss what t.hey
have learned. then work out a
therapy plan for the! oe~..t month,
Anderson said. .
The principle form of treatment
Tum to SE.Wage 2
Special focus on
child molestel"ts..
By JOH~4 ROHOY .
Press Staff 'Nriter
A proposed progrom to treC3t
sc:\-u31 OlTt:nders in Sheboyg~n
County wtil be ~eared. ~n Iar;e
measure. to ;ldults who ~t::.,\;uC3il\'
molest children. says Circuj"t.
Judqe Daniel Anderson.
The problem of child sf::\u&11
moi~t.ation is widc~prC3d ac-
corcling to a Los Angeles Times
sun-cy which. is .~idely recos·
nized by ment~l health pro-
fessionals. Anderson said.
TIH! survey revealed· that 23
percent of ail females and 16
percent of all males ha"e been
the ..ietim of some trpe of sex-
ual assawt. Further, 10 percent
of all males interviewed for the
survey admitted to h3\;ng sex-
ually rnolest~ 3 child. Of the 89
studied. each olTender admitt.ed
to molesting an a,-erage of 7
'
/;,
\ictims.
Howe\'er,'child abuse experts
estimaU! that a t}"PiQJ offender
may ha'-e molested as many asis children by the time he has
. been con\;cted. Anderson s.,id.
The Sheboygan C.ounty In-
teragency Sex Abuse Treatment.
Program will model itself aJler
a progr:un in \Vashington Coun-
ty. Oregon. where the incidence
of repeat olTenders has dropped.
from 70 t.o 30 percent since the
" program was instituted.
A key facet of the program
here win be the use of 1>eh:l\;or
modification. a concept
pioneered by psychologist B_r~.
Skinner. \VhiJe some may lind
"the modes or treat.ment objec-
tionable, the bottom line i:s lh:lt
it works, Anderson said.
~he program may sound in-
trusi\'e and off-the-walJ. but the
results are \"ery \'aUd,'! An-
derson sajd.
One aspect· of the treatment
is a form or a5Sessmen t that
Tum to ~tO LEST:~::lge 2
DSex
Continued from Page 1
is group therapy, where offenders
confront each other. Group mem-
bers who have been in therapy the
longest tend to respond vociferously
to new members. because they re-
member using the same excuses or
rationale in an attempt to justify
their behavior, Anderson said.
The thrust of the program is to
modify beha\;or, and then to teach
convicted sex offenders to look for
the warning signs that they may be
in danger of reolTending.
One oithe critical elements of the
program is a psychosexual
assessment prior to treatment.
where a person just convicted of a
sex crime is issued a battery of
tests. both written and oraJ. to
determine what sexually stimu-
lates them. said \Volfgang
Schrauth. a probation and parole
officer with the Bureau of Com-
munity Corrections.
Once the assessment is made,
therapists can zero in on how the
person should be treated, Schrauth
said.
That generaIIy involves de-
termining the thought processes or
fantasies which lead to the person's
inappropriate arousal pattern. then
conirontlng the person and correct-
ing their erroneous attitudes an4
. Continued from Page 1
uses a sensitive device to meas-
ure an offender's response to
sexual stimuli.
This is done by placing him in
a booth and showing various
types of pornography trom ex-
plicit adult heterosexual scenes
to youn~ boys modeling under-
wear in a Sears catalog. The.
. subject is ~lso asked a number
, of explicit questions pertaining
to sexual scenes.
Once a therapist detennines
. what arouses a sexual olTender.
he is then better able to embark
on a course of treatment. An-
derson said.
A number of aversion techni-
ques can be employed during
therapy, such as introducing a
noxious odor like ammonia
while the subject is being ex-
posed to devlan t imagery or
..~sual stimuli. This is done to
discourage the deviant arousal
pattern. Anderson said.
\Vhile there are intrusive
aspects to the program, An-
derson pointed to a treatment
program in Seattle. \Vash.
which is even more intrusive.
but still effective. In the pro-
gram, the sexual offender re-
ideas with a goal of developing
appropriate and responsible behav-
ior. Schrauth said.
This may be done through group
or individual counseling, although
group therapy has been found to be
more elTective Anderson said.
"For this type of olTender. can·
ventional one-an-one psy-
chotherapy just doesn't work." An-
derson said. "\Vhat this means is
that the olTender feels good about
himself when· he goes out and as-
saults his next ·w;ctim."
~rarital counseling is suggested
at some time during the course of
the treatment for married offen-
ders. while family counseling ma7f
be necessary if the offender wtll be
returning to a living situation with
the victim or other children_ Self-
esteem counseling, sex education
L~d .drug and alcohol counseling
will' also be offered. said Anderson.
as sexual offenders tend to ha\Oe
low opinions of themselves. know
little about sex and the conse-
quences 0; their acts, and. in many
cases, suffer from drug or .alcohol
abuse.
The minimum treatment period
wouLd be two years. To participate
in the program. a sexual offender
must waive ail contidentiality and
allow a therapist to share infonna-
enacts the assault on a man-
nequin and \'erbalizes what he
was feeling at the time. The
scene is videotaoed and re-
played to the otTender. and to
his wife if he is married.
One man who saw himself en
. videotape. Anderson said. be-
came so upset that he stood up
in shoc:k· and ran out. of the
building. running down the
street as fast as he could for
se\-eral miles. The man told
therapists that he never· re-
alized the rna gnitude of his ac-
tions until that moment. An-
derson said.
The impetus for the
Sheboygan pilot program
emerged from a ti\'e-day trip to
a seminar attended by
Sheboygan County officials in
Longmont, Colo. The four who
attended the "Systems Ap-
proach to Sex Offender ~fan­
agement" program included An-
derson, Bureau of Community
Corrections probation and par-
ole agent \VoJgang Schrauth.
Deputy District Atty. Bob
\Vells, and Lee \Vick. the Coor-
dinator for ~fental Health Ser-
vices of the Sheboygan County
Unified Board.
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Sheooygan, \Vis. -AP- Sheooy-
ga:t· County officials are thinking
·about starting a program next sum..
mer that ·,\'ould employ SOOle of the
latest therapy techniques to rehabili-
tate sex oifenders.
The proposed progral'n,· modeled
on one already implemented in Ore-
gon, \\'ouJd be geared mostly to
adults ',\Tho sexually assault children,
CIrcuit JUdge Daniel ..i.nderson says.
"There are 25,000 kids in Sheboy.
·gan County. a~d I thrnk ',ve have a
duty to try and protect them," Ander-
·son· said. "'\\That ',\'e are trying to do
is break into the cycle ot· sexual
·abuse and protect the potential vic-
tims out there.~"
.... The model program, in \V'ashing-
tori County, Oregon. has reduced the
l4:c:cence of repeat offenders from
70% to 30%. Anderson said.
The program \vould coordinate
the efforts of social service agencies,
Jaw enforcement agencies and the·
courts, •.i.nderson said.
.Therapy \\'ould be coordinated by
a team inclUding a therapist for thA
offender, a therapist for the victim, a
probation off!cer and a social e.:-·ork·
ere The -principal form of treatment
\'lould be group therapy. .
The foc'Js of the program, Ancer..
son said, 'J\'cu!d be to modify behav-
ior ~nd then teach offenders to recog-
nize \varning signs that indicate a
tendency to\vard committing such
crimes again.
One of the key steps in tbe pro-
cess, Anderson said, is a psychosexu-
al examination' conducted before the
o'ffe!!der is alIo\\'ed to ent~r group
therz.py. .
The examination consists of sev-
eral \vritten, oral and sensory tests.
One of the nev:er tests uses a device
that measures an offenc!er's respons-
es to stimuli, such as pictures ranging
fronl adult heterosexual acts to
roung boys modeling under\vear in a
stoT.e catalog. ..
. Once ~ therapist determines ~\fh·~t
arouses a sexual offender, he is bet-
ter ab!e to determine the course ot
treatment, .An~erson said.
(?heboYR3n Press, 2/5/89
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Turn lu AllU~l::J""l:C :!
in •his (ount r."
1\;a:.lIlt~r nttnltuh:d a ~h;ln' of the
inrn'a:tll in n'portln:: to hcil:hk.wal
ilwar,'neUh Ill' duld ahu:.e. "ul
,UhlCll thal he 'l:c1" :-,'xu;al al>u~t:
ilprrt'lIr~-t\) I,l' on ,I ... U"T,!abC.
Wlulc no :adulil child t4.:xu.ll
ill)ll~C Ii,~arc:. \\''':1''' :,vuilahlc, a
fompari:-.on of I"u IIC I:. aUurulcd
tluounh .. n..:w :;','~("UO') :ela": ~ranl
IIWt;ram n,\",,.I... tllUl Sh..l'lI,\':~all
Cuunl\":. all".:a"II" l'ulllw.I.;iKlh ~al.
$:)~.OOO for I!'~:). Dan,: CUUllt~·.
Ilwanwlulc. h.·(c'\'l·,1 JlI:ol :H[,.lJut)
in ~ranl "Wilt')' fur J!I,l:) dl~:OI".'~
laavilll; .1 pupul,atiun on:.. -~uo
compclilivc wiLh her mother.
Sarah lold ltcr mini:.lcr of llll' IlItU:..: ;1&1.1 Ih~ le,I.1
iUllhllnli('5, "hc authorilic:i lalt'( .Ir ...·:."·,' 1...( fath,'r
iat w....k. The f.\lltcr·~i car Wta:. Idllll'hllHI ;a:-, lac wah 1.·,1
.I\\'U\', Sar;lh':i molh,:r wa~ fon:ctl lu lr:lvd lu.l e,,( ,..,..h:
lit n·', ri,'\'C tlac c:ar.
TIII~ tuilia! l'pitimlc \y.IS tJll: far:'ll Ctf ""'0)' lhal.
;'II1ItUllh'd 10 ~no"'110uZi ""mil)' ,·~ ..,'n:o\.·" ,hal ,'x-
h'llIsh·,1 ib ..:aVilll~;"
Tl.... lalhcr'h niminaJ conviction ..n,1 ~Uh'''\'illh'nt
, )'l,.lr,llIn.: prawn s{:nh~l:cc co:\l hun :1 It\'ntoh,n In-cnusu
Ill' w;u, jU:-l onc )·,~u .. ul.urlorOOlllplrLUl': al", 111'''''':''''7
',,'n'ICc lime lv lIlO cOIl\pany.
Tum lo 1'1'~\(;EDYIP"':1! ~
in lH:-i7. \Vhi", tho:--l: t'i.:UH·:-> include
;11t Itll·Ill:' "f \:hihl "l.u:.c -- including
ph)·~ical. cnwliunal. :iol'i'll ami nq;-
h'd - "w numl..... of :>cx ,Ihu~,c
l'aM~:; iu\"uh'int: l'hihJn~" hab rh;l~n
f..um an '·hU...a,,',1 ;) Ilcn:cnl of the
1,,1011 in lHsa lu ~r, J)cn:cnt in 19~7.
:;~aitl l~'" l\a~lIu:r. ~ul)cr\'i50" of the
intake u.ul (ur lhc Counl)' Depart-
llH:nl of :->,)\:Ial :-lcr\"ic,·s.
"\\'c ha\·l.' uur hanch full Jown
lll'n:." ~;I"l 1\;,:.11":'" wlaose al~l'ncy
b J:"'h:rall~' II\\' rar~l lu lie uolilied
"f a ra~' Ul\'hh'U\'~ duld 'Ibu:~,:,
,·\\'ith"ul il llll "f .'\'r.1 MalT, \\'c'n:
:-\\\,0\'1'.-,.<1 etuwll Iu-I"c. From lite
numIH'r:'. 1\1 t.a)' It,al we h"vc one
hdl of ia lut of :,c~uill ..l>U:tC coinC on
S"xual abu:Jc caU:lCS immcnse .h:,ruptiun wllhin :l
family when il farsl occur:; and lall'r as .l :-uri;It"4·:- '" .
public. say::» Vince Graser. dln'chu' oi lh,' Fil",aly
5cxual t\bu:sc 'frcalmcnl I'rul;ram at l.;,la·toi.lc Cilluc
in Slwbuy,;an,
The c,,~,c of t& lonal family i~ pn·rt'nh·.1 a:. ;11\ t'\amp'~
of what. \c"d~.. Lo happ..~n,nlll&ull,:h :-....... cld;,alto h.,,'"
bl'l'l\ Il·ft uul or lllh~n~,lto ~hi.'ld i,I.'nl aU"I'.
:-\a"'lh. ,t J~-)'t'ar·old ,:irl. wa:. l"u"""',I ... t'lII,u,ll 1.. 1,,·r(.,tlll~r':; :-u:'\ual dl~m,lIl(l:-\ in th,: :-.unHlwr "" '~J~';' 11.,(ralhl~r had been d"'nkllll,; &Il .. pirallc amllu(J~ Ih'r lUlU
lh,' lIa:-\cmenl.Folluwint; the abu:-;,~, which \\':l:-> rt'lW:ah'cl :~'\'\'r;.1
timc5lhal5ummer. ::>....&,h lwhidl itt nu' aIll" .:arl'.. ft,••1
name), bccunlc c:<cch:iiv\!I)' 1i,1"(·,'ful til h"ml! ~Ul"
~hcltuy~..n Count)' hOI:; a M~rrcl
lhat you .ml}' nol W'Ult. to hl:a ..,
'\t:conlilll~ lu lhe \Vbcttn~il\ Dc-
pnrtment of 1!ealth ~lncl Sodal ~~r·
\'k....~. the \:uulIl)" rank~ ncar the
lup. per cnpila. nmonl~ countl('~ in
\he ~tillc in 5uh~lunt,alcd \:ahcti
iu\'oh'ing child ~cxual alJu~c,
I\nd. tltl' prulJlclll appl'ar~ to b:
:;l!.tint~ wurM:. if \lh.~ rl(;UH~~ pro-
\'idl'd by th~ ~hclJo)'t~an Coulll)'
U"'p.ut n",nl of tiodal :)clvk,:ti arc
an\" i.uhl'atiun,
The numlJl~r of child oahu:..: (,&1:-,':-0
~k}' ..ockcled from ~O in 1miJ lo :iU5
Tragedy costly to entire family
Oy JOtiN AONOY
PrC5S Stall Wnlcr
The big· §ecret~ Child sex abuse cases soar in Sheboygan County
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(o Abuse
.i:lil 'which i5 the ;)\'cracc fola)' for a
finl Olr'·lllkr a• Ihe mullIN (.( a
r..nuh· i" Idl to f" ..d (ur h" .....-If "lid
10 l'i.:k UJ) Ihe Itl.'(Ch, he "il)·I.
In milllV C;lH',., a n)(.IIII·r WIll :Il
fin'l I('(II;!! to Itdh'\'C thaI Ill'r 11Il!>-
It,mel is l'apl.L1c of :.u,h lin ....1 .lud
rl'j"d hu (hlld (or I~ in,:. C;rill't'f
l':tH. On Ih" (....'n h,)lul, Ihe :.t.~­
uo~lI)' alulI,c·.1 duM is Ic'fa 10 ","olllll'r
\\ h.11 bhe did 10 clt·t ('ne lhe t.('~..al
'lhu1-l'. and Ihe 511":,('qurlll rC:J(":.
liltll or fCH'nlnwnl (rom h('r filmlly
\UrUlII(.·ra for (due-inti ~o much tur·
moil.
In Ihe majlirilY of incct-l Cil:\<'1
here, it f.llhn h.l:1 nll''''~(('11 his
daUI;hl(·r. &;crlC'rall)' fu" a Iwrilllluf
I wo H,Il!i. (;r .. ~ C'r :-a\'l.. Onh' 5
p,-'r":llt (If Ihe "'110\\," \ 1(liIlU~ in'lho
(uullly art' 11Il\·f'. he }'ilrtl.
Sumc fl'II\,Ih-!i "hI) 11ft· ;Ihn~('d
h,'como H'Aually unn-.'l'ulUihc ill
Ihe)' ,row ulckr. Gra:.rr ~a)'5, \\'Iulo
adolcbct:nl ,III, can liomclilllCi ex·
.elll, as he is quilo .. lick nnd \'.. ry
II(C"t-IOll\l.~d 10 kl-"I,illl; ........,."'.
Gl'aM'l' ~a}'s. lilli, ttll'uu,:h illllivlCl·
".11 rUl\llt,dln~ :,Iul pt'lT ...·~~lu(lS
wtlh ulhN .II,UM·IS, Ihu!'-c Willi:. c.",
he til ivC'n down. he to.I)'l- ,\llItl.,l('r.
:~la\~·I~II,~'c..h~:;';II~~sll~l~e~l~b~~~~
hilllf,.·If.
G .. a:>f·r JIl)'alhat (kfol"le lhe .... in
in\'oln,.t f'lr a fanllly, "\\1,al \\'~'re
foal'ing i/O. 'lh.I'" ('n(lug", it 'j limo
10 ,~~::r. ~::~ ~\;~.~~.i:~rkb~~~;i:n fwm
r<'1.lII V(,li .IlHJ fuellel!" llliIt Iho
1.I.ur.u·. \\'Ife ..hould dl\'o, (C him i~
nI.l Iho plotter lolulion. Gnl5(r
'H.lItI".
'"Tllinr;ll t('"d to he "C'I-y 1',111 'Il
flU'I, hul Ollr whole Ihru~l iii Ihat.
p.ll-ill\C Ch.lll,:C e.1n 1.1 ....' 1.I,It'c
llawlIl:h lrC',.llIwtll. Anll, it has. in
th~ \'il:-l lIl,l;m'il)' of o( our (.II-r.
"'ilh [,0 f,uUllin. Thin,aa don'l hno
to 1;0 to picccli.·
I'n'::"nllv, Ihe f... hl'r hali r('-
hlllU'd h"~n(', ;an,1 h~ .1u,1 hi~ '" lie
nat·... Illr m:lralal cCJullH·ltng \\'''h
(;Ia!'c'r ill ,,1I.I,lion 10 the Group
" ..·... illl: he lI(lt.'ndl'. S....ah ml'("lS
"tlh 1\0(;,11 work.'r PilHi Ildnl.III.II'
ol!i p.II·(. of it" illloll:5ccnl 6c'xu,II
uLw,c' Ir('allllt'llt 1'f('J:r:un.lInt.l nMy
'0 inlo .:ruup .e...ion•.
hil'lt II hi&;h d"a:rrp of r'fOllli:\cuiIV
ruIlIJ\' ill" an illeidl'nee of t-..Au..1
'IIHIH~ ~1·A,... lIv alam'I,,1 duldll'n
It hlUt'nll)' d.,\'( lup I-It-I'I. du,ul d,·f:t.
und htllHC mOl)' 1;(1 on 10 " ..(fcr fllll1\
anon·~ia, he ~..)tl.
1I1I1. «llIce lin! •• II'I:,e 11a5 hr.l'n
hrNI,:hl to 1i,;"I. il i~ C'H('III"lllhal
lhc "IUlM"r make il full dlt>du:.ur\.' or
&;uih If hc in 10 h,H'c any hope or
f('CO\'UV. GfiI!t('r ~.')·5.
"Wo 'lIy ilnd "r('ak Iho H·c ..... l
"'ill,in Ihe (all'II)'," ":'."S P,uti
nrilll:m.ln. a f()unH,lor III Iho clinic.
"PcCllllc like (CIminI: 11('l'c bH·,lU:.O
('\'('OU')I' is in Iho ".IIUe! l,wII 'nu'v
('.In '1oh;lIu Ihl'if (I·din.:.. \\ IIhm;t
fC';11' f,f 't'I'lI'o.llh If ~'1I11 \\'t ,e 10 It'll
MHnl'une OIlt","e of Ilus :-l'1I in,; I hill
)'011 h.I\"- hf'c'n M'XlIillly •• ltub('ll.
II...y mi~hl I -ok o.l you hko )'011
1,,1\'(' folllllt· ~,int.l CJf elIM"'l'e."
Tho 1~'llical .~~u..1 ahuH'r mtlY
h,u'e .. hard limo admill irlg to hi..
"Thrunr." Ir(' .. lmt.'nl and .l d('~l1'
ontolr;lh'd conumlmcnl on t.d,allilf
the ,11"aH'r lo nul r('ll('alill~. illtt our
conl('nliun .11' 0 lol .. ,T Ihatthi~ ('I i:-is
. \\'11I11'follh-c Ihdf in a ..o~ilh·c "'''yo
IIi. c),pc"ri('nct'$ .1ft' ..h.llcd m a 1Il' fo ilitc Ihe d;uk \'"Uey Ihroll,;h
men', ~ro"Jl whcre rilrh. mClIlbu is \\'hieh Ihey lIro 011 pauing!" Gra~er(olluniU\'t.I to nul r....lt.'OIunl:. 10 tiUI)- .a,)'"
pol·tlng ...ach ('lhC'r, ilnd 10 .ell! each _ By JOliN RONDYolh~r .'ith jnli~ht.GroHrnn.
ni"ll whc'n he Illilrle a h"IIIC·:;t fllr
In'f fn ...;in'lIc:-li lind IlrOmiH'" 1IC11 10
1l'(>I'at Ihe i'eI. In it :-UhM"I'U'lIl
IIll'l'III1': wilh hi~ ~lIn, lht: "n.v \\('pl
all his father apul(Jl~ill'd fur nol
b('int: :,h1c 10 libh with hj ... as 111t:1
hlill tlOIIO l"'(ul chis JOIII (Onflnc-
""·nl.
The falht'f 1;llU confided .Iurinl;
:.::;;1 :~,:~,,:~I~:~n ..II:t"~I~~ '~I~~uiJ;;
blulhu had fo,,,:rl him 10 ("mnut
acl", whilh he foUIIJll'('HC.·d a5 too
.hamt'ful 10 1-0 It\'calc.1.
child b('fore the abur.c iakra pla(<'.
Gra!'cr ltar5.
The fa;niliarilY ,,"owl< Ihe Ill'
CI'~"IOU~ 3cl, ur ..... A 10 I:,kt' pIOlh'.
And (It.'quI·nlly. Ih~ cluld I:> 1110
MM\'d or confu~cd 10 sa)' all\lhlllC
10 f.OIJ\('onc cbe ~H.(C he or lotte has
buill up Irusl in Ih.ll (lUton,
Gra:-cr lI"yfl.
""',; alwaY6 aLII; :-«'cn'l, Ut,d It'S
kl'pl a ~«:cn'l." fo"~f; Graf'('f, \\'ho~e
clinic hal lreat('d n\(lre Ib.ln SO
fanHlin ""hNe foe~ual ahu,..c oc·
cun...1,..inre lht (:rilnt pr(l~r;lm W;I~
tilart~d over ... lear a~o. "Thc 1)l'I-
cill incC'!'1 olTc.'nd"r i. olle )·uu \\,oul,1
nc.'vcr l"UI'IH'ct. 1Ic. .. oft"n a a:rrat
falhrr ;And fillllily man, \\'ho 1.1;I)'s
\\ IIh hi!' c1uldl't'n and baIJY-:-II:-:'
Inu':-l hi \ t'rl' clamaJ;il\f.. Gra~('r
fa\·~. I'('callfe Ih(' \·ic.'timl" t('nil 10
(l'l~1 it ~H'at tJ,,&:rt'C r.f ;'11111. 1'o/l Ihe
illlpact Ull Ih"II' i" Ihal mUt'h
GII'aln. And. it nlilkl':\ IllhallUuch
more difficult to rt'pol1, he foa~·l'I.
And, "hl'n Ihe "iet illl dues dl·dde
to come forward, Gril~('r :-"Y~ Ihal 0 TT.-1agedy
t~· ..irally an o\'crniJ;hL ni:-i. rt':-ull~. A.'. ,
which call.•and d(l(·fI. IlIrn a falllily
upt-ide down. ::;llmC'limc,. 'he Cuntiuut'll (rolU I'u.;e I
f.all,cr II> I('d away f,um ~ork hy . '. , . . .
allthoriti(,5 in handcutTtt. Tb('n. d' t.:rl .In. Ihe unra~uh:lr pfl~llIon of
while be t'pcnds Ihrtc monlhs in n:~~:,~lIn:::~~ .. 1,lltl~11711'~II:.I,~,h·i~' ~~::
IIb:-cllt'(', ,Ut hc '" :u, proluh'll'd (rom
ha\ inl; itny Clanlilll ~ ilh tltC.'1Il Th.,
mal,i.lt;r till,r.'n·eI allil tohc 1,,11,1'<.1 u(
dlnlll .'. L"h'r. ,dlt'n II ltC'CUIlU' al"
r,are·lIllh,llll .. ir (.Il,"ly \thulcllll.ld
1"';l'llll·r. 1"'11t "uuld 1.III...ollhc
tr.ll:'·II)' th,ll h;ull'o:-l C\uy fanuly
mc.'mhl'r "0 much.
An"r fix monlhl" uf billinl; in ;:.jl
and 1;' a,lu,lUy If'loll\!; :-df.(':-l('\·m.
the (.,thu u'n'in'" Ihe firfl of
man.v c{JunH'hIlG l\(':-Honli ill
Lala·t-ide Clinic. E\·l·nhlally. hc.· "ad
rcullih'd wilh his dauchl~r durin.:
~:hat C;r..~t'r call~ an ap(lll'~-Y t-\':.-
lion. HUlh Sarah .nd her (,ther
ContlnuC!d (rom Pac., I
perc('nl Bruler Ihiln Shcbo)'G"n
County.
Cu(uit Jud,;c Dani.·1 ;\nd.'r~on.
who is inn,h-ed in f,ell inc up " p,lClt
'll'atnU'nl prO~"'lfn (or ~C'X\l'" of·
fl'och'r:& hut', ~a)'5Ihallhemajorily
of chllel iCAuai abul-c COl!>('I in\,oh'c
ioct'sl.
"It's a \'ery do~c~d, con:::('r\'"th'c
cummunit", fO Ih.. le is innc;u('d
reliance 011 the family for t'nl(,11am-
Inc.'lll." Ancll" ~Oll tiaid. ('('huinR the
(.'din.:, of Vmet'lll A. Graf.cr, Ihe
d......clu.. o( • h('al m('nl prC'gram (01"
family UKll.11 abu:;\'rs at L....e6idc
Clmlc in Shchuyt;an.
One of the hafolc l~ucla of child
f.('X ahu~c is dOfC (anlliv coniaci.
Gra~t.'r f.ay~. And, "incc 6~ twrnnt
of Ihc count\"$ n':-!ckntf\ \Hle LOII\
an.1 1':liH·d I;er.., Ih('re IS <'Xtr('nwly
cI(.~c fanuly (onlacl, and more re-
liance <In the ....mily for many .,c-
th·ilICS. Gfil~('r foa)"s. .
The clolle contact 01110\\" what
(').ll('l'ts on inC"ft caU Ihe '"l:r,)Om-
in,;" 1"'IIt't'~S 10 lake plaCl·. This
in\'(.I\'(~s an adult pia) lilt; wilh 3
dilid. and ';""'1; to I..(uin, and
other acli\'lli('I-, in Ihe prnn·f.S
LUlldin&: a r~I'lliomlhip \\ Ith the
VI
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Cl1il(1 se~' labuse?figp,!~:s ': :::::!,
a sI10clting'revelation::,.:,' ,,'
"
'rIll.! hr~nk\Ip of families has' lho~e sexual images nre la
(111 f\t1 llcen cil f'd as one of the "p<lrtrayed hy ch ildren. Sensu- ~
IendillJ! rD.ctor~ in 111any of socie- ~ ality gels an earlier stnrt'every' a:
t.y.:; iIl~. but I\Q\V carncs news . YC~lI·. it seenlS. Oa
t hnl the cI(Jsf'tlc~S of fnrnilies Sheboygan County :omcinls
1l1:taV lH~ dnng("rous (00. ',' cnn cile three cases of sexunl ~
'rIte report that there has been' abuse involving teen-nge boy~ a
n (('nf(lld inc' P3se in just four \'1110 v.'ere babysitting.. In two of: ,
.)'~ar~ ill the I1lttllUCr of'reported' thl' roses, tha boys \vere wntch-· 'a'
ca~c~ of child aousc to children in!:! a sexually oriented sho\y on a.'
in Shehoyg:ln' County is· cnblc television before the inci-~" I
d('plorable. a.. dent, and in the third case, t.he",<·.
l'J\l~re \\'ere just 80 r£'ported . boy had been reading ·Pen~:',
child nbll~e I'~ses in 1983 in thnuse magazine. . .,... . ;~
Sht'boygnn County. 1'ha ,. J3ut there's more to ,the prob;:·
n\ttHbcr skyrncketed to 805 in lern than just sleaze and porno" :';
1~)87, Sexual abuse of children grnphy:Grnnled, those are the "
C1C'cnl1ntcd for :lbout:) percent of e:<cc~se3:of freedom of ex-.·
the fotnl in 1~\f.~3 nnd 25 percent pr('~~ion" But like it or not, .....C·
in 1B87. A Inajorily .of those· prohably ~Y()n't see fe\ver sexual. I
c:t~e~ invol,\'('d incest, according . in\n,;c~ in the m3S~ media.' a~.
lo local offici:ds. . . 1'!1c problem of incest isn't nn .':
'rite nurnh('t ~ lnke on nlore .,en~y one to deal \vilh. It's nenrly ::~: .
Jueaning \,.. h"Tf you Ienm lhnt. inlpussible to single out nn "nt- ~~,..
~heboygan ('/~unty aranks ncnr ri~k·t group for an early in- .:.~
(he (op in lIlt, stale. per cripila':a.lcrvcntion progrnrn because the-.:'
in ("hild ~ex :dluse cases, While nht1~crs 0: are so oClen the ones ,;
part or the increURC may ue due 0, \\'ho \\'QuId be the least likcly~'~
to tt1nre n\\':'l"cncss and better Sll~I'CCtS" They are the good ..
r('pnrt ing tf'chniques, social f:'1t hers' and providers. 1·hcY::
\ynrkrrs and ('oun~clors 5uspect . "groolll" their victims in prrpn.-:/
t here is mOl c~ llctual abuse of rnlion -=- oflen theirQ o\vn chil-~;.
childrpn tod: 1J than there \vas drp!1 - over a period of tinle, :,
fi\ttJ· yenrs n,~q. Gnd nIler\vnrd the victims nre .
\Vc cnn cn::ily guess sOlne of u~ually .too ashamed to report....
lhp r('n~on~. _ it. a, ". ;:.~
r"or ~dv('rt i:'ing nnda enterte.'lin- '. Ir~ not one of 'those socinl"
tllrnt, Ilothi"~' sells like ~c:<. :' prohJ('ms that cnn be solved by:'_:
l~rirlle tirnc {t·revision leaves lit- " sinlplyalhro\ving money at it..
f J~ to t.h~· jma~innlion··Bul it is tinle ld recognize that
llo\vndays. ~·C1r even' rncier fore, '. \\'c hn,,:e on ugly problem nnd
\"C hnvc ca"le television. For,. that \ve must deal v,ith it. 1·hat
f hn~e \vithotll enure, the vie;le.o : can be done, through stirrer sen- · _
~f('lres aren"t fnr u\vny. : t<'nccs for· violators nnd a con-
. \Vc have "1"re nccess today to linualion of prograrns that.·
~(':'<unl ilnDg"~ and innuendoes ',edllcnte children on \vhat they .. a
a thnri ever b(·rore. \Vhnt .is really'~' should .~o if lheX: ar~. being."
disturbing i:-\ that so n~any of nbu~ed.~\o 0 0 : •• , •• ! ..:. '. ':eo a :·.
(To the point Im/J.V pfl'...ttllh
tlw "i(',,·~ of Judl:C 1Jm);'" 1'.'
Andc.arson. II circuit jlldJ:~ in
Slwl)oyc.1n County. 1I.~ is com:
n....ntin/: on a Etory in 1,1~' Sun.
da.y's Slw')QYCiJn Press about
,itc fDun"·:.. 'enfold in(rt".1se ;n
"ie nllm/;t'r orn'port('d C.1!CS of
scxual abu:-c of duldr"n.
$·17.93 per potential victim th.. t it
co~ts U:i to impri:ion a sex QfTcndcr
in 1985. The savincs is evcn ';fcater
b('('a\U~e Itn imprisoned .ex offender'
will reoffend and the c)'cle of ficxual
abube, and cObl, wall continue.
":nrling the C)'de of child ah..~e is .
not an impossible (hallenee. It wall
hc a Imllt and arduous la~k that I
am confident that the citizcns of
Shebon;an County are cap;lble of
completing.
'The prognam is more than tr~at­
mente It "'iII prOVide (or jail during
the carly star.es of the pro~r.un. It
will protect the \'lcl im and (am.ly
from the off,,'ndcr until c\'l~I1'one is
pn'pared for reconcIliation. The
~oal of the pro(;ram is to reunite a
heal. hy f..nuly that htld Lecn dis-
cascd hy incest.
Docs the program work? The
final rel'ults arc not ina but in tho
State of Vermont and \Va~hinbrton
County. Oregon, eiJ~hl )'cnr:i of ,-,x·
pericncc has f'ho\\'n that the pro-
J:ram I)roh'cls children by f('ducing
the dwncc of rc-o,rcnclinl: I.y c(ln·
\'irtt,'d oncnclen. to no more lIulR 1a
percent.
The program doe. c06l money.
approKimately $10 per )'car for
each ofthc 15,000 potenlial \'ictims
in Shcboygan County. IJowcvcr,
thc cost for a pr0c-ram lhat. we know\\'an work is much 1~6s than the
After the offcnder ndmits the
crime, he or she is confronted and ..
lor.e process of btah..,\·ior mod-
ification begins that will last more
than t\\'o }'ears. The offender will
lcam to rccoHnize his or hcr de-
viant thought IlaUcrns. 'fhe of-
fender wllllcDI n how to id('ntify the
warning si.:ta~ that he as about to
sexually abu~e anolher child. Mo~t
importantly, tlae offender willle;lrn
ncw bchavior that will help him to
avoid his Ilrcvious dc\'iaot behavior
paltcrns.
The proJ;Tnm l:oeK he)'tand tn'ill-
Ing thc oll<-ndt:r. The victim and the
family rccch'c iupporthoc therapy.
And. as nec.aded, the offender re-
cei\'es aJcohulldrug alJuftc. fiCX
education, marital counseling and
other 6pecific form. of therapy.
The plllCTam will includo adult
new criminal la\\'s or by 6t ilTer
penallies for iex offender,. Thilt
has been tricd and the continuinc
increasc in r«,port('d cases cn~i1y
provcs that the lhreat of pri60n i&
not a deterrcnt.
If getting tough il not tho solu-
tion we ha\'e to a~k oursehocs: \\i'hal
can be done ahout this Cllidemic of
child iCl;uAAI abusc?
\Ve cannot hide the prohlem any-
morc. \Vo have to be willing to
discuss it in our Ih'ing rooms nnd
our cOrJ)orate hoard rooms, in the
coffee shop and the union shop. \Ve
have to cducnle our~d\"c£ aotl our
childrcn.
Those indhiduals who are in-
volved in the Dpprehension, llrohe-
cution, defcnf\e. scnt(~ncing and
treatment. of sex offenders rnu~t
open th('ir minds and rc, cduc.:ate
t hem~elves. Thcy cnn no IUIlccr
a'ford to rlil\mis!i ncw "lte....aati"cs
Dnd tn.·atmcnt Ilfo,rrnms h,,·c'''II-O of
a lack of undert-talilding or It "hcald·
in-thc·sand" attitudc.
A coordinated treatment pro-
gram is nceded as an altcrnative to
prison or pr()bation without treat-
ment. Prison and probation il not n
cure, it is only a time out. \\'hen an
offender i& released from priso!, or
......!! ·'1 j,:(-,.~; "'-:~"'-'""A-' t~t"I~J("
:1; fr-a, 4i.,jf:·, ;;t.i.:f.lft~"~ ':'-'~~
" t~-1~~·;:\.;:.:~r~~~~1~1~!!'.; •.r~ :~;1.:'1:-~~·~t;!,H~~~J,,;'i~.IJ~~·.1~t~,Y't,~ ::,.~ t,:1,'1~ii)~~"r' .:~}. :'. ~~~iO,~,,~·I.t,t.:~ll ... :. f;<";i~tl;~1~J
:i l,~!ii. ':j' '.' . '~'i:~~}.;~~~\ J~!~jn'i'·~···:> :'~<lO'~ ,: ,~.;·~~i\:~ttIH·~1 ,~~'- ;J-'#f'(~ ,,; '·,~.~'(ll.~~t~i~'{' .,) ~~~s;~~~~~Li ..
r;,~~ti~a'1\ '~ (,,:: i ~:'J:...;''' ~i ' " :,t·~{~ ~
'k:fr-,:-k.\ ·,·~~l~~I'~ :\:I"~"~'~I,!t''i'~J·t~, .~ ;. . ,'t.., v~~~~~~-"r·f'~j~:~j,i{~,~:r:;l;I~~ta t ·l~r
, ~~: 1-:<'1 ~s.~ ~~. "':';.::..'Lf4~~!ir:; ,.. ~1!'ill~~f.~~t~:~~ lJ,I( '::~{, '; ~{
:f 1;:<~"dV'\ ( ....~ ,. J"I!~~t1jir.~~1\ 1~~', ~
Judge Daniel P. Anderson
·Sheboy£an County has a secrct
that you may not to hear." (The
Shebo}ogan Press, Feb. 5, 1989,)
In the pa6t scveral months, nlO
Sheboygan Press hal put on tho
front page a iubject wc would nC\'er
t:\"cn discuss in the privacy of our
livinG rooms. \Ve have learned from
the \~dims of child sexual abuse.
\\'e havc learned that o\'erall, sex-
ual aSf'8ults are increasing. and we
have learned that in five )"eurs'
child sexual abuse has increased
frum five cases to ov~r 200 cascs.
. In reading these frank and scary °
,tories we find ourselves asking
whether or not Sheboygan County
is alone and unique. \\'e tcll
our:;eh'cs th'lt this is a ncw prob-
lem. it never happcned \\'hen we
were childrcn. And \\'e wonder
what· can be done. percent of all females and ~·.to 12
. percent of all mul(,2I. Surprasln,'ly,
I Sheboygan County il not unique. thcse fil;ures hu\'c been repm1..a;j In
and the problem is not new. The 6tudies Going as far hack as 192~.
pt.'rcent or the population in \Vis- •
consin and the nation that has becn la the ftniWCr to this ~hockjnl
the victim of se"ual abuse i, esti- problem J'tiffer penahi('s? Unhnl'pi-
mated to be between 22 and 38 Iy, the problem cannol bo solved by
n 0 8 ~ Sheboygan P'CS5, Sunday, February 12,1989 ,
~~'t2i(:s.mw~~a:m:o;;:~..ttju TQ)IlIitltOJl1l ~ Eat.~~.:tu:'~~:'~~~lmrp«;:n;ltI'
.... -:u-=r----.~ --~ ..~~~ JJ:nn-...:.yryrp'MJfll.,..-....* ~ __ ~ .... -.-.u_ .....-...-..-
Treatment, not prison, l1eeded to attaclc child sexual abuse problem
discharg~d fron~ r·robation \\'~ don't voluntccr~ to support tho victims
wonder af he wal offend at:a1n, WQ tlncl a Parent United chapter to
wonder only how soon. I'upport the fnmilics. The proCTam
• will also includo coope.... tion be-
Tha ShchoYlI.,n County In- tw(!cn t.ho mcneal hc,.lth pro-
teraccnC)'. 8"');11,.1 Abu!'~ Treat "?cnt fes:-iional in fihcbcwg.1n County 10
Program I~ an l~l~ernatlvc to prlt'on cn:iurc Ihat all tho ben'ices avail-
or prohAJhon. I he pi UI~ am con- able are used.
fronts the offcnder anel 6Upports
the victim and the family.
·By JUDGE DANIEL P. ANDERSON
Circuit Judge
Vol
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APPENDIX V
PROPOSED TWO-YEAR BUDGET
CAPITAL BUDGET
Equipment
Desk
Secr-etarial desk
Desk chair-s
Chair mats
Side chairs
4-drawer lateral file
Photocopier
Electric typewriter
IBM-PC AT compatible(l)
Laser prlnter(2)
Software (3)
Penile Plethysmograph
Total
Notes:
Fir-st Year-
$ 400.00
300.00
350.00
100.00
240.00
450.00
1,750.00
400.00
3,435.00
2,654.00
1,000.00
5,000.00
$16,079.00
Second Year-
$ 400.00
200.00
50.00
120.00
$ 770.00
1. Components include: IBM-PC AT compatIble with
1.5Mb RAM; 20Mb har-d disk; EGA monitor; DOS ver-sion
3.3;anti-static keyboard strip; and, and surge
proctector.
2. Components include: HP LaserJet SerIes II
Printer; 2Mb memory upgrade; 9/ printer cable; font
cartridge; and additional toner cartridge.
3. Applications programs by process:
wordprocessing; data base management; spreadsheet;
shell program; graphics presentation; and back-up.
Item
OPERATING BUDGET
First Year
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Second Year
Travel
Mileage 300.00
Meals 200.00
Lodging 400.00
Office Supplies 1,500.00
Postage 400.00
Printing and duplicating 750.00
Subscriptions/memberships 300.00
Telephone 1,000.00
Repairs and maintenance 275.00
Library material 350.00
Reimbursement of Assessment/
$ 425.00
350.00
600.00
1,750.00
600.00
1,000.00
450.00
1,500.00
275.00
500.00
Treatment Services
Total
50,000.00
$55,400.00
75,000.00
$82,500.00
SALARY AND FRINGE BENEFITS BUDGET
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Position First Year Second Year
Project Coordinator
Salary $36,000.00 $ 37,440.00
Fringe Benefits 12,600.00 13,104.00
Social Worker/Case Manager
Salary 21,781.50
Fringe Benefits 7,623.53
Secretary
Salary 13,969.12 14,926.08
Fringe Benefits 4,889.19 5,224.13
Total $67,458.31 $100,099.24
APPENDIX W
COST ANALYSIS - OFFENDER IMPRISONED
Total Cost
200
6,600-72,000
580
275
500
350-600
5,000
250
650
1,100
1,100
1 ,500
100,515
45,000
1 ,880
231 , 150
Cost
200
3,300-36,000/yr
580
275
500
350-600
2,500/yr
250
650
1,100
1,100
1 ,500
20,103/yr
9,000/yr*
940/yr
$165,500-
Source
CPS Investigation
Child in CPS Custody
Pollee Investigator
Emergency Room & Doctor
Defense Investigator
Evaluation of Victim
Victim Treatment
Presentence Investigation
Offender Psychosexual
Prosecuting Attorney
Public Defender
Circuit Court Judge
Offender Incarceration
Welfare for Family
Parole Supervision
Total Cost
Offender Treatment (2 years)
Total Cost Including Treatment
5,500/yr
$176,000
11,000
242,150
Release without treatment
and reimprisonment $331,000- 462,300
*Exclusive of medical assistance costs.
APPENDIX X
COST ANALYSIS - OFFENDER PLACED ON PROBATION
Source Cost Total Cost
200
580
275
500
350-600
2,500/yr
250
650
1,100
1,100
1 ,500
6,OOO/yr
940/yr
CPS Investigation
Police Investigator
Emergency Room & Doctor
Defense Investigator
Evaluation of Victim
VictIm Treatment
Presentence InvestIgatIon
Offender Psychosexual
Prosecuting Attorney
Public Defender
Circuit Court Judge
Offender Independent Lvg.
Probation Supervision (5 yr)
Incarceration in County Jail
1st year wIth Huber Law 10,000
Total Cost
Offender Treatment (2 yrs) 5,500/yr
Total Cost Including Treatment
200
580
275
500
350-600
5,000
250
650
1,100
1,100
1 ,500
6,000
4,700
10,000
$32,205 - 32,455
11,000
$43,205 - 43,455
Probation without treatment
reoffense whIch results in
imprisonment $197,705 - 263,605
APPENDIX Y
MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATIONS
1. Untreated sex offenders recidivate at 70%.
91 untreated sex offenders = 64 who reoffend.
2. Treated sex offenders recidIvate at 15%.
91 treated sex offenders = 14 who reoffend.
3. Average cost of incarceration per offender wIthout
treatment = $165,500 to $231,150.
4. Average cost of probation per offender without
treatment = $32,330.
5. Cost of treatment per offender = $11,000.
91 offenders who receive treatment = $1,001,000.
6. Average cost of probation and treatment = $43,330.
7. Average cost of Incarceration and treatment =
$209,325.
8. 91 offenders on probation without treatment plus
recidivism (70%) costs. (91) 32,330 + (64) 198,325
= 15,634,838.
91 offenders in prIson wIthout treatment plus
recidivism (70%) costs. (91) 198,325 + (64)
198,325 = 30,740,375.
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9. 91 offende~s on p~obation with t~eatment plus
~ecidivism (15%) costs. (91) $43,330 + (14)
198,325 = 6,719,580.
91 offende~s inca~ce~ated with t~eatment plus
~ecidivism (15%) costs. (91) 209,325 + (14)
198,325 = 21,825,125.
10. Savings att~ibutable to t~eatment:
P~obatlon w/out t~eatment & ~ecidlvism
P~obation with t~eatment & ~ecidlvlsm
Savings
P~ison w/out treatment & ~ecidivism
P~ison with treatment and ~ecidivism
Savings
15,634,838
6,719,580
8,915,258
30,740,375
21 ,825, 125
8,915,250
11. B~eak even point fo~ ~ecldlvism of t~eated
offenders is 65%.
